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Introduction to the PerfectStorage Enterprise Console



PerfectStorage Enterprise Console Features

Introduction to the PerfectStorage Enterprise Console
PerfectStorage reclaims thin provisioned disk space by using either Smart Zero Fill™ or SCSI
UNMAP to signal to storage controllers that free space as seen by Windows is no longer in use
and can be recovered.
PerfectStorage has two interfaces: Client and Enterprise Console. The PerfectStorage Client
runs on Windows systems. These can be physical systems or virtualized systems.
The PerfectStorage Enterprise Console is designed for administrators who manage computers
in network environment. The Enterprise Console provides the ability to deploy, manage,
report, and configure PerfectStorage Clients without users needing to know how to use Active
Directory or Microsoft/3rd party tools.

PerfectStorage Enterprise Console Features

With the PerfectStorage Enterprise Console, administrators are able to:


deploy and update PerfectStorage Clients quickly and efficiently across a large number
of systems;



check the status of deployment or updating at any time;



custom define groups and only see those computers that you are managing. If you only
manage 11 computers, you don't need to see all 100 computers in the Enterprise
Console;



create one or more configuration profiles for different groups of managed computers
for managing PerfectStorage Client behavior;
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link to Active Directory OUs (OU linking). The Enterprise Console will automatically
refresh the computers being managed in an OU as computers are added/removed from
the linked OU;



logon to a remote computer via an automatically generated hotlink to Remote
Desktop without having to leave the PerfectStorage Enterprise Console. This saves time
in troubleshooting;



access recoverable free space for remote clients, allowing administrators access to data
for reporting purposes;



view HTML based reports that allow access to enterprise-wide PerfectStorage
deployment, scheduling, and other information;



easily install with SQL Compact Edition for managing small networks, and SQL Server
for large networks.

Installing the PerfectStorage Enterprise Console
System Requirements
To install and run the PerfectStorage Enterprise Console, you need to meet the following
system requirements:


Operating System - x64 edition of Windows Server 2012/2012 R2, Windows Server
2008, Windows Server 2003, Windows 8 Pro/Enterprise, Windows 7
Professional/Enterprise/Ultimate, Windows XP Professional, Windows Vista Business,
Enterprise, or Ultimate.

With SP1 of the PerfectStorage Console, x86 editions of Windows are no longer supported.
Contact Support for assistance with migrating your x86 version of the PerfectStorage
Console to a x64 platform.


x64 special requirements:
•

Vista x64 support - you must be running Vista Service Pack 1.

•

XP x64 support - you must be running SP2 or higher

•

Windows Server 2003/Windows XP - KB948459 - 64-Bit OLEDB Provider for ODBC
(MSDASQL) if you will be using an existing SQL Server for the Console database..

•

Disk Space - When installed, the PerfectStorage Enterprise Console requires 50MB of
disk space.

•

Memory - 1GB (2GB recommended).

•

SQL Server - The PerfectStorage Enterprise Console uses SQL Server as a backend
database. You can use an existing SQL 2012/2008/2005 server, an existing SQLExpress
Server or the Enterprise Console can use an instance of SQL Compact Edition.


For SQL Server sizing, approximately 1KB per managed client is required with an
initial database size of 3MB. The Console by default automatically purges "old"
data after 6 months (Tools/Configure Enterprise Console/Database Retention)
which helps to minimize SQL database size. SQL database size may vary
depending on the number of schedules assigned and how frequently
analyze/defrag operations are performed.

Installing PerfectStorage Enterprise Console
You can install PerfectStorage Enterprise Console from two mediums:
Installing using a CD-ROM
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Insert the CD-ROM containing the PerfectStorage Enterprise Console software into the
CD-ROM drive. The installation program for PerfectStorage Enterprise Console
automatically runs.

Installing from an electronic download file


Double click on the PerfectStorage Enterprise Console installation file that you have
downloaded. This launches the installation program for PerfectStorage Enterprise
Console.

Simply follow the steps to install the Enterprise Console and click Finish when done.
Next Steps
After installation of the Enterprise Console, the next step is to configure the Enterprise Console
database.

Configuring the Enterprise Console Database
Creating a New Empty Database for the PerfectStorage Enterprise Console
When you launch the PerfectStorage Enterprise Console for the first time, it prompts you to
specify/configure the database. You are provided with the following options:


Create new database (covered in this topic)



Connect to an existing PerfectStorage Enterprise Console database



Import an Existing PerfectStorage Enterprise Console Settings

When you choose to create a new empty database, follow the process mentioned below.
To create a new empty database for the PerfectStorage Enterprise Console, complete the
following steps:

1. Launch the PerfectStorage Enterprise Console. The Database Wizard is shows as
displayed below:
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2.
To use SQL Compact Edition (CE) for the Console database, select the Create a new
database option and leave the Advanced Database Configuration option unchecked as
displayed below and click Next.
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The CE database is created in the following folder by default:


Windows Vista/Server 2008/Windows 7:
C:\ProgramData\Raxco\Enterprise Console



Windows 2003/XP: C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Application
Data\Raxco\Enterprise Console

Click Start to create the database.
3. To use an existing SQL Server for the Console database, select the Create a new
database option and check the Advanced Database Configuration option as displayed
below and click Next.
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You can type the name/instance of an existing SQL Server or you can click Browse.
Note: The Console computer needs to have SQL Server ADOMD installed in order for the
Browse feature to work. You can download SQL Server ADOMD from
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=15748. For 32-bit versions
of Windows, install SQLServer2005_ADOMD.msi. For 64-bit versions of Windows, install
SQLServer2005_ADOMD_x64.msi.
You can choose to use Trusted Connection (Windows Authentication) or SQL
Authentication. For more information about SQL Server Authentication methods, please
see http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms144284.aspx.
If you select Trusted Connection, the prompts for Logon User ID and Password will not
be displayed. If Trusted Connection is not selected - indicating that SQL Authentication
is going to be used, you'll need to enter the SQL username and password that will be
created/used. Note that the SQL Password must be a strong password. Please see
Please see http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms144284(SQL.90).aspx for
password guidelines.
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The default Database Name is PS_Console_2, however, this name can be changed if
desired. Click the Test Connection button to verify that the Console is able to connect to
the specified SQL Server. Click Start to create the Console database.

Once the database is connected successfully, the PerfectStorage Enterprise Console is
launched.

Connecting to an Existing PerfectStorage Enterprise Console Database

When you launch the PerfectStorage Enterprise Console for the first time, the Enterprise
Console prompts you to configure the database. If you already have a Microsoft SQL
Server/SQL Express/SQL CE based PerfectStorage Enterprise Console that has pre-configured
groups and schedules, you can use your existing database when you choose the "Connect to an
existing database" option in the Database Setup Wizard. This requires you to specify the
database connection string to connect to the existing SQL database.
To connect to an existing PerfectStorage Enterprise Console database, complete the
following steps:
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1. The Database Setup Wizard opens when you launch the Enterprise Console for the first
time:

2.

Choose the Connect to an existing database option.

3.

Click Next. The Complete Configuration window opens as shown below:
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4.
Choose between connecting to a local SQL CE database or a SQL Server/SQL Express
database.
5.
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If connecting to a SQL CE database, provide the database file name. Then click Start.
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6.
If connecting to a SQL Server or SQL Express database, provide the requested database
information for an existing PerfectStorage Enterprise Console database in the Microsoft SQL
Server information section.
7. Click Start to start the connection. Once the connection is made, the Enterprise Console
launches with your existing data.

Importing Existing PerfectStorage Enterprise Console Settings

In the case where you need to move your PerfectStorage Enterprise Console from one
computer to another and do not want to lose your data and settings, you can export the
Console settings to an INI file on your old computer and then import the same INI file when you
launch PerfectStorage Enterprise Console on your new computer.
To perform these actions you need to take the following steps:
1. Export PerfectStorage Console's database settings into an INI File - This action must be
performed at the old computer.
2. Import PerfectStorage Console's database settings from an INI File - This action is
performed when you launch PerfectStorage Enterprise Console at the new computer.
Export PerfectStorage Console's database settings into an INI File
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1. On the old computer, from the Tools menu choose the Import/Export Settings option.

2. The Import/Export Settings window opens as shown below:

3. Click the Export button to export the database settings to an INI file. The Export Settings
window opens.
4. Browse to a location where you want to save the INI file or just click Save to save it in
the default location. It is recommended you save this file to a network shared location
so that you can access it later when importing the INI file from another computer.

5. Click OK to close the window. An INI file has been created in the specified location.
Import PerfectStorage Console's database settings into an INI file

Once you have exported the database settings into an INI file from the old computer and it is
available on the network, you can import it into your newly installed PerfectStorage Console as
follows:
1. On your new computer, launch PerfectStorage Enterprise Console. The Database Setup
wizard opens as shown below:
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2. Choose the Import existing PerfectStorage Enterprise Console settings option and click
Next. The Complete Configuration page opens as shown below:
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3. Browse to the location where you saved the INI file and click Open. A dialog will open
that indicates the PerfectStorage Enterprise Console settings have been successfully
imported.

4. Click OK to close this message.
5. Click Close to exit the Import/Export settings window. Your existing settings are now
loaded into the PerfectStorage Enterprise Console.
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Configure PerfectStorage Enterprise Console Window
The Configure PerfectStorage Enterprise Console window is used for general configuration
settings of the Enterprise Console. The following settings can be configured in the Configure
PerfectStorage Enterprise Console window:


Software Deployment Logon Credentials



Managed Active Directory Browsing Settings



Enterprise Console Synchronization Method



Enterprise Console Synchronization Frequency



Configure Auto Update settings



Handling PerfectStorage Console's Old Data



Show/Hide Window

To open the Configure PerfectStorage Enterprise Console window:


Choose the Configure Enterprise Console option from the Tools Menu.



Click the Configure Enterprise Console option from the Actions Pane in the Getting
Started window.



Click the Configure Enterprise Console option from the Actions Pane in the Deploying
window.

The Configure PerfectStorage Enterprise Console window opens as shown below:
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The Configure PerfectStorage Enterprise Console window shows the following nodes on the left
side:
Nodes

Description

Customize

By default, the Customize node is displayed. The Customize node
allows you to control the display of the Getting Started window,
Schedules window, and Deployment window.

Deployment

Allows you to specify logon credentials for PerfectStorage Client
deployment.

Managed Active
Directory

Allows you to configure the browsing setting for Active Directory.
You can specify how Active Directory will be shown for browsing
OUs and computers.

Synchronization

Allows you to configure the frequency of the Enterprise Console
synchronization with remote clients and the synchronization
method (DCOM or single TCP/IP port).

Auto Update

Allows you to specify Auto Update settings for the Enterprise
Console.

Database Data

Allows you to configure what should you do with old
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Retention

PerfectStorage Console data, such as old alerts. You can configure
to never delete the data, or to clean it every set number of days,
weeks or months.

Select Columns

The Select Columns node allows you to control the display of
columns in the following windows:


Computer and drive view of the Reclaim Monitoring
window



Computer and drive view of the Space Management
window



Schedule and Computer view of the Schedules window



Task view of the Task Management window.

Show/Hide Getting Started, Deploying, and Schedules Window, and
Preserve Navigation Selection
The Customize node of Configure PerfectStorage Enterprise Console allows you to
check/uncheck options to show/hide the Getting Started, Deploying, and Schedules windows.
By default, these windows are always displayed. You may want to hide the Deploying window if
you are using alternate methods such as Active Directory or SMS to install/update/patch
PerfectStorage on remote computers. You may want to hide the Schedules window if you will
be using Active Directory to schedule PerfectStorage updates.
The Customize node also has an option that allows you to preserve your navigation selection in
the Enterprise Console.
To show/hide Getting Started, Deploying, and Schedules windows, and to preserve
navigation selection, complete the following steps:
1. Select the Configure Enterprise Console option from the Tools Menu. Alternatively, you
can choose the Configure Enterprise Console option from the Actions Pane of the
Getting Started window or Deploying window. The Configure PerfectStorage Enterprise
Console window opens. By default the Customize node is already selected.
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2.
Uncheck the Show Getting Started Screens, Show Deployment Screens, and/or Show
Schedules Screen options to hide the windows. The tabs to access these windows will not be
displayed in the Left Pane when you launch Enterprise Console.
3.
To preserve your navigation selection in the Enterprise Console, select the Save
Navigation Selection check box.
4.

Click OK once you are done.

Setting the Synchronization Frequency
In order to gather fragmentation related information from remote PerfectStorage Clients and
to perform deployment, configuration, and scheduling tasks, the Enterprise Console needs to
periodically communicate with the client - what is known as synchronization. This
communication is done over a period of time to minimize network traffic. By default, the
Enterprise Console synchronization Refresh Interval is every 720 minutes (12 hours) and uses
an offset of 30 minutes to minimize network traffic. When managing more than 100 clients,
you may wish to increase the Refresh Interval to 1440 minutes (24 hours). When managing
more than 1000 clients, you may wish to increase to the maximum value of 2880 (48 hours) for
the best Enterprise Console performance.
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The synchronization frequency of Enterprise Console is configured in the Synchronization node
of the Configure PerfectStorage Enterprise Console window.
The Configure PerfectStorage Enterprise Console window is launched by selecting the
Configure Enterprise Console option from the Tools Menu or from the Actions Pane of the
Getting Started window. The Synchronization Frequency page is shown below:

Set the following:


Refresh Interval, Minutes - This configures the frequency for Enterprise Console
communication with the Clients for performing tasks. The default is set to 720 minutes.



Offset Interval, Minutes - To minimize network traffic and to prevent the
PerfectStorage Enterprise Console from trying to connect to too many clients at one
time, a time is added to the Offset Interval field. The default is set to 30 minutes.



Number of retry attempts - Enter the number of times system should retry for
synchronization, if there is a synchronization issue. The default is set to 3.

Click OK to save the settings.
Note: To immediately synchronize PerfectStorage Enterprise Console with the PerfectStorage
Client, click the Synchronize Clients option in the Deploying, License Management, Reclaim
Monitoring, Configuration Profiles or Schedules windows of the Enterprise Console.

Setting Deployment User Credentials
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In order for the Enterprise Console to be able to deploy PerfectStorage clients (install,
update/patch, repair, uninstall) while the Enterprise Console GUI is closed OR the Enterprise
Console is being accessed via a Remote Desktop session, the Enterprise Console must be
configured with deployment user credentials. If deployment user credentials are not specified,
deployment tasks will not be able to run.
To set deployment user credentials:
1. Select the Configure Enterprise Console option from the Tools Menu. Alternatively, you
can choose the Configure Enterprise Console option from the Actions Pane of the
Getting Started window or Deploying window. The Configure PerfectStorage Enterprise
Console window opens.
2. Click the Deployment node. The Deployment page opens as shown below:

3.
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Specify the user logon credentials in the following fields:
•

Domain

•

User

•

Password

•

Confirm Password

Configuring the PerfectStorage Enterprise Console
4.
You can Browse for a program to run as a test in the Run following program as a test or
just click the Test button to launch Notepad. If the PerfectStorage installation/update files are
found on a network share (UNC share), you may wish to browse to this location and verify that
the user has access to that location and files.
5.

Once the credentials are specified, click the OK button to save the changes.

Configure Browsing Setting for Active Directory
The Managed Active Directory node of the Configure PerfectStorage Enterprise Console
window allows you to configure the browsing setting for Active Directory. You can specify how
Active Directory will be shown for browsing OUs and computers. You can specify the sub-level
Active Directory structure for browsing instead of displaying the entire Active Directory
structure. In a large Active Directory environment, this reduces time for the user to browse to
an appropriate location. The browsing setting is then reflected in the Create/Edit Managed
Groups window.
To configure the browsing setting for Active Directory:
1. Select the Configure Enterprise Console option from the Tools Menu. Alternatively, you
can choose Configure Enterprise Console option from the Actions Pane of the Getting
Started window or Deploying window. The Configure PerfectStorage Enterprise
Console window opens.
2. Click the Managed Active Directory node. The Managed Active Directory page opens as
shown below:
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3.
Specify how Active Directory will be shown for browsing OUs and computers. You can
choose between the following two options:
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•

Show whole Active Directory - By default, the Show whole Active Directory option is
selected. This setting ensures that you see the entire Active Directory structure. In
the window below, you can see that the entire Active Directory structure is shown
starting at the Project.com domain.

•

Show only the part below the following Active Directory path - Use this setting if
you want to drill down to view only a sub-level of Active Directory. Click the Select
button to select the Active Directory structure to be shown for browsing. The
following window is displayed:

Configuring the PerfectStorage Enterprise Console

Select a sub-level Active Directory structure. For example, you can select to view only the
"Domain Controllers" structure. Click the OK button. This takes you back to the Managed
Active Directory page as shown below:
Note: You MUST have access to browse to the Active Directory structure in the domain
environment.
4.
Once the configuration is specified, click the OK button to save the changes. Now when
you view the Active Directory structure in Create/Edit Managed Groups window, it will only
show the Computers structure and OUs underneath. An example is shown below:
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Configure PerfectStorage Enterprise Console's Communication
Method with PerfectStorage Clients
You need to specify the communication method used by the Enterprise Console when
communicating with PerfectStorage clients. The default method is DCOM. However, you can
instead specify a single TCP/IP port. Prior to changing the method to TCP/IP, you must ensure
that PerfectStorage clients are configured to use the specified port.
Prior to deploying PerfectStorage clients you can edit the config.ini file and configure the
port. If PerfectStorage Clients have already been deployed, you can use Active Directory Group
Policy to configure the port.
To specify the communication method :
1. Select the Configure Enterprise Console option from the Tools Menu. Alternatively, you
can choose Configure Enterprise Console option from the Actions Pane of the Getting
Started window or Deploying window. The Configure PerfectStorage Enterprise
Console window opens.
2. Click the Client Synchronization node. The Client Synchronization page opens as shown
below:
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3.
Under the Communicate with PerfectStorage Clients section, specify any one of the
following two options:

4.

•

Use DCOM - This is the default method that Enterprise Console uses to communicate
with the PerfectStorage Clients.

•

Use specific TCP/IP port - Select this option when you have configured your network
of computers to be managed in a specific port. Specify the port number.
Click the OK button to save the changes.

Note: The Restore Defaults button restores all field values to the default set by PerfectStorage.
This is useful when you have changed some field values and want to set the default values.

Immediately Synchronizing With PerfectStorage Client Machines
The synchronization of the Enterprise Console and PerfectStorage Client is automatically done
within the set interval specified in the Client Synchronization node of the Configure
PerfectStorage Enterprise Console window. However, if you want to manually synchronize
Enterprise Console with PerfectStorage Client computer(s), you can run the Synchronize
Clients option from the Actions Pane of the Deploying, License Management, Reclaim
Monitoring, Configuration Profiles, or Schedules windows of the Enterprise Console. A sync
job is created in the Task Pane of the Task Management window. The Enterprise Console will
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synchronize with the remote computers and update the Enterprise Console database with any
updated information from the clients.
Selective Synchronization

You can run a synchronization job with the PerfectStorage Clients when in the Deploying,
License Management, Reclaim Monitoring, Schedules, or Configuration Profiles window.
1. In the right hand Action pane, click the Synchronize Clients option. The Synchronize
Clients wizard opens in the Select Computers page.

2. Choose computer(s) which you wish to synchronize with from the list and click the Next
button. The Logons page opens.
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If the logon profiles have been created for the selected computers, then this page shows
a message "All selected computers have assigned logons." In this case, skip this page.
If the logon profiles have not been created then this page allows you to assign logon
information for the computers that do not have a logon profile assigned. See Creating a
Logon Profile for more information on assigning a logon.
3. Click Finish on the Synchronize Clients Wizard. A synchronization task is created in the
Task Management window and is executed. When the synchronization is complete,
Enterprise Console will have the information gathered from the selected Client
computers.

Configure Auto Update Settings for Enterprise Console
The Auto Update node of Configure PerfectStorage Enterprise Console allows you to specify
Auto Update settings. PerfectStorage Enterprise Console has a built-in Auto Update feature
which ensures you are always running the most up-to-date version.
To access the Auto Update node:
1. Select the Configure Enterprise Console option from the Tools Menu. Alternatively, you
can choose the Configure Enterprise Console option from the Actions Pane of the
Getting Started window or Deploying window. The Configure PerfectStorage Enterprise
Console window opens.
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2. Click the Auto Update Settings node. The Auto Update Settings page opens as shown
below:

Clicking this option enables the configurable options on the page. From this page, you
can set Auto Update to automatically run and keep your software up-to-date without
any System Administrator action. You can also specify the protocol to use when running
Auto Update. This page shows the following options:
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Field

Description

Install option

Specify settings for the Auto Update option for installing
PerfectStorage Enterprise Console when a newer update is
available. The following options can be set:


Notify when update is available - This is set by default. If
checked, PerfectStorage Enterprise Console checks for
updates periodically (monthly by default) and notifies you
when a newer version of the PerfectStorage Enterprise
Console is available. It then prompts you what action you
would like to take. You can choose to download it, install it,
or do nothing. You can also manually check for updates by
using the Check For Updates option in the Help menu.



Always install updates when available - When selected,
PerfectStorage Enterprise Console looks for an update and

Configuring the PerfectStorage Enterprise Console
if an update is available, it automatically downloads and
installs the update. This keeps PerfectStorage Enterprise
Console always up-to-date.


3.

Do not automatically check for updates - Setting this
option does not check for updates.

Check for
updates

Set the frequency to automatically check PerfectStorage Enterprise
Console updates. For example, you can specify to check for
updates every week on Sunday at 11 p.m..

Check Now

You can also immediately check for updates from this window by
clicking the Check Now button.

Proxy Server

Specify the proxy server information where PerfectStorage will
check for updates..

Click the OK button after configuring the settings in this page.

Handling PerfectStorage Console's Old Data
The Database Data Retention page of Configuring PerfectStorage Enterprise Console allows you
to decide how long the Console should keep data about various PerfectStorage operations and
statistics. You can configure the Console to never delete the data and keep it forever, or you
can specify to purge data older than a set period of time.
To handle PerfectStorage Console's old data, complete the following steps:

1. Select the Configure Enterprise Console option from the Tools Menu. Alternatively, you
can choose the Configure Enterprise Console option from the Actions Pane of the
Getting Started window or Deploying window. The Configure PerfectStorage Enterprise
Console window opens.
2. Click the Database Data Retention node to open the page for Database Data Retention
as shown below:
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3. By default the PerfectStorage Console purges all old data every month. To change the
options, specify the number of days, weeks, or months the data should be retained. You
can control the data retention of the following:


Clear Scheduled Runs



Clear Reclaim stats



Clear old tasks

4. Click OK to save the settings.

Setting Alert Thresholds
You can specify thresholds for both Recoverable Space and Percentage of free space
recoverable.
These thresholds are used to control which computers/drives show up in the Alert Report.
Alert thresholds are set in the Alerts node of the Configure PerfectStorage Enterprise Console
window.
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Select the Configure Enterprise Console option from the Tools Menu. The Configure
PerfectStorage Enterprise Console window opens. Click the Alerts node. The following page
opens:

By default, a value of 25GB is configured for the Recoverable Space option and 3% for the
Recoverable Space Percent option. However, you can increase or decrease these values.

Database Migration
By default, the PerfectStorage Enterprise Console uses a SQL CE database. A SQL CE database
is recommended for environments of up to 500 managed computers. In the event that your
environment grows much larger than 500 managed computers, you have the option to migrate
the database to SQL Server. Also, once your database reaches 80 MB the PerfectStorage
Enterprise Console will recommend migrating your database. Once a database reaches 100
MB, the PerfectStorage Enterprise Console will require you to migrate your database.
To migrate your SQL CE database to SQL Server:
1. Select the Configure Enterprise Console option from the Tools Menu. Alternatively, you
can choose Configure Enterprise Console option from the Actions Pane of the Getting
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Started window or Deploying window. The Configure PerfectStorage Enterprise
Console window opens.
2. Click the Database Migration node. The Database Migration page opens as shown
below:

3. The Current Database file name and path will be listed. Specify the SQL Server name
and the desired database name. By default, the database name will be PS_Console_2.
Check Trusted Connection or enter a Logon User ID and password.
4. Click Test Connection to validate the credentials.
5. Click Start to start the database migration.
6. Once the migration completes, click OK to exit the configuration settings.
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PerfectStorage Enterprise Console Main Window
PerfectStorage Enterprise Console Main Window

After launching PerfectStorage Enterprise Console, the main window opens as shown below:

The Enterprise Console main window is divided into the following areas:


Menu Bar - A standard menu bar at the top of the window shows the Tools and Help
menus.



Left Pane - The following tabs are stacked together in the Left Pane. Clicking each tab
opens the corresponding window:
•

Getting Started

•

Deploying

•

License Management

•

Reclaim Monitoring

•

Security

•

Schedules

•

Configuration Profiles

•

Reporting

•

Task Management
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Information Pane - The Information Pane in the top left pane shows the options related
to the currently selected tab in the Left Pane.



Main Area - The Main Area is the middle portion of the PerfectStorage Enterprise
Console's main window, which shows the important information related to the
corresponding window (a tab is selected in the Left Pane).



Actions Pane - The Actions Pane on the right side shows the actions pertaining to the
current window.

Menu Bar

The Menu Bar of PerfectStorage Enterprise Console Main Window displays the following
menus:


Tools



Help

The menu and their options are explained below.
Tools Menu

The Tools menu has the following options:
Menu

Description

Run
Diagnostics

Launches the Diagnostics window that allows you to run diagnostics on
your local computer or a remote computer.

Import/Export
Settings

Launches the Import/Export Settings window where you can copy the
Enterprise Console database connection string, import INI file settings
of another PerfectStorage Console or export current PerfectStorage
Console settings to an INI file.

Configure
Enterprise
Console

Launches the Configure PerfectStorage Enterprise Console window that
allows you to configure the Enterprise Console's management options,
such as setting deployment credentials, setting warnings and alerts,
setting email notifications, etc.

Client

Launches the Client Manager Wizard that provides ability to "push" out
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Manager

tools/scripts provided by Raxco support.

Help Menu

The Help menu has the following options:
Menu

Description

Enterprise Console
Help

Opens the PerfectStorage Enterprise Console online help.

Technical Resources

Access Technical Support and other resources online.

About
PerfectStorage
Enterprise Console

Opens the PerfectStorage Enterprise Console's About dialog box.

Check for Updates

Clicking this option checks for the latest updates for
PerfectStorage Enterprise Console.

Left Pane

The Enterprise Console Main window displays the Left Pane options at the bottom stacked
together as vertical tabs. The Left Pane displays the following options:
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Clicking on an option opens the corresponding window (i.e., clicking the Deploying option
opens the Deploying window).

Main Area

The middle portion of the Enterprise Console Main Window is the Main Area where you see
the results of the actions performed in the Enterprise Console.
An example of the Main Area is displayed below:
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For any option that you select in the Left Pane or from the Actions Pane, the Main Area
displays information relevant to the selected option.

Actions Pane

The right pane of the PerfectStorage Enterprise Console Main Window shows the Actions
Pane. The Actions Pane displays the actions that you can perform while an option is selected in
the Left Pane. An example of the Actions Pane is shown below:
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The above figure shows the actions related to the Deploying option selected in the Left Pane.

PerfectStorage Enterprise Console Views
Deploying Window
To access this window: In the PerfectStorage Enterprise Console Main Window,click the
Deploying option in the Left Pane.
The Deploying window allows you to install, patch, repair or uninstall the PerfectStorage Client
on your managed computers and Active Directory's Organizational Units (OUs).
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When the Deploying window is opened, the main window displays the options and information
related to the deployment of PerfectStorage Clients. The Deploying main window is divided
into the following areas:


Information Pane - The Information Pane on the top left side of the main window
displays the Managed Network of groups and computers and Managed Active Directory
groups and computers.



Managed Network or Managed Active Directory Pane - The upper part of the main
window displays a list of your managed network of computers or OUs where the
PerfectStorage Client has not been installed. The lower part displays a list of managed
computers where the PerfectStorage Client has been installed.



Actions Pane - The Actions Pane in the far right side displays the set of actions grouped
together in two groups: Enterprise Console Actions and Connection Tools. The
Enterprise Console Actions are options related to the deployment of the PerfectStorage
Client on your managed computers or OUs. The Connection Tools group shows the
Enterprise Console's connection options.

Information Pane

The Information Pane displays the following information:
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Managed Network or Managed Active Directory Pane

The center of the Deploying window is the Managed Network or Managed Active Directory
Pane. A complete list of your managed network of computers or OUs where the
PerfectStorage Client has or has not been installed is provided, along with managed group,
version and license information.

The following information is displayed for each managed computer:
Column
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Computer

Displays the name of the computer.

Group

Displays the managed group name to which the computer belongs.

Version

Displays the installed version number of the PerfectStorage Client on
the computer.

License

Displays the license information of the PerfectStorage Client on the
computer. If a licensed version of PerfectStorage is installed, it displays
"Full" and if an evaluation version of PerfectStorage is installed, it
displays "Demo".

Actions Pane

The Actions Pane on the right side shows actions separated in two groups:


Enterprise Console Actions



Connection Tools

Enterprise Console Actions
The Enterprise Console Actions group displays options related to the deployment of the
PerfectStorage Client on your managed computers.

The following options are displayed:
Option

Description

Deploy
PerfectStorage
Clients

Launches the Deploy PerfectStorage Client Wizard that guides you
through a step-by-step process to configure the deployment of the
PerfectStorage Client on your managed computers.

Patch/Update
PerfectStorage
Clients

Launches the Patch PerfectStorage Client Wizard that guides you
through a step-by-step process to configure the patching/updating of
the PerfectStorage Client on your managed computers.
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Repair
PerfectStorage
Clients

Launches the Repair PerfectStorage Client Wizard that guides you
through a step-by-step process to configure the repair of the
PerfectStorage Client on your managed computers.

Uninstall
PerfectStorage
Clients

Launches the Uninstall PerfectStorage Client Wizard that guides you
through a step-by-step process to configure the uninstallation of the
PerfectStorage Client from your managed computers.

Create/Edit
Managed
Groups

Launches the Create/Edit Managed Groups window where you can
create and edit your groups of managed computers.

Synchronize
Clients

Allows you to synchronize PerfectStorage client machines with the
Enterprise Console. This refreshes the Enterprise Console with any new
information from the managed computers.

Configure
Enterprise
Console

Allows you to configure the Enterprise Console's management options,
such as setting deployment settings, setting warnings and alerts, setting
email notifications, etc.

Connection Tools

The Connection Tools group displays the following option:
Option

Description

Remote
Desktop
Connection

When you select a computer in your managed group and click the
Remote Desktop Connection option, the system allows you to remotely
connect to the desktop of a selected remote computer. This option
requires you to have proper logon permissions to access the selected
computer.

License Management

To access this window: In the PerfectStorage Enterprise Console Main Window,click the
License Management option in the Left Pane.
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View License Management

The top pane of the License Management window shows a list of PerfectStorage licenses
installed or available on your managed computers, including product type and version, license
type, license key and number of available licenses.
When you add licenses through the Add License option in the Deploying window, licenses are
stored and reflected in this pane.
The lower pane of the License Management window shows a list of managed computers
associated with each license key, including Computer name, Group, PerfectStorage product
version, license type, license key, and expiration date (if demo).
Actions Pane

The Actions Pane on the right side shows actions separated in two groups:


Enterprise Console Actions



Connection Tools

Enterprise Console Actions
The Enterprise Console Actions group displays options related to the management of
PerfectStorage Client license keys on your managed computers.
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The following options are displayed:
Option

Description

Assign License

Allows you to assign a license key to a PerfectStorage Client.

Synchronize
Clients

Allows you to synchronize PerfectStorage client machines with the
Enterprise Console. This refreshes the Enterprise Console with any new
information from the managed computers.

Add License
Key

Launches the Deploy PerfectStorage Client Wizard that guides you
through a step-by-step process to configure the deployment of the
PerfectStorage Client on your managed computers.

Edit License
Key

Allows you to edit the previously stored license key.

Delete License
Key

Allows you to delete a license key if no managed computers are
assigned to the key.

Connection Tools

The Connection Tools group displays the following option:
Option

Description

Remote
Desktop
Connection

When you select a computer in your managed group from the Managed
Network Pane and click the Remote Desktop Connection option, the
system allows you to remotely connect to the desktop of a selected
remote computer. This option requires you to have proper logon
permissions to access the selected computer.
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Reclaim Monitoring Window

To access this window: In the PerfectStorage Enterprise Console Main Window,click the
Reclaim Monitoring option in the Left Pane.
The Reclaim Monitoring window allows you to analyze and monitor your managed computers
and Active Directory's Organizational Units (OUs) where the PerfectStorage Client has been
deployed. By looking at the analysis you will know which computers need reclaiming, when the
computer was last reclaimed, amount of recoverable space, etc.

The Reclaim Monitoring window is divided into the following areas:


Information Pane - The Information Pane on the top left side of the main window
displays the Managed Network of groups and computers and Managed Active Directory
groups and computers.



Managed Network Pane - When you select a group from the Information Pane on the
left, the upper part of the main window displays a list of managed computers in the
selected group where the PerfectStorage Client has been deployed.
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Computer Analysis Pane - Select a computer in the Managed Network List to view the
drive status, performance status, free space percentage, etc., of the computer in the
bottom part of the main window.



Actions Pane - The Actions Pane on the right side displays options separated in three
groups:
•

Enterprise Console Actions - Displays options related to the monitoring of the
PerfectStorage Client on your managed computers.

•

Connection Tools - Displays Remote Desktop Connection.

•

Detail Viewers - Displays options to view more detailed information of the selected
computer, such as View Computer Info, View History, View Local Event Log, and View
Remote Event Log.

Information Pane

The Information Pane displays your managed groups and OU's under Managed Active Directory
and Managed Network nodes, as shown below:

Selecting a managed group will display computers in that group in the Managed Network Pane.
See figure below.
Managed Network Pane

When you select a managed group in the left Information Pane, the computers in that group
where the PerfectStorage Client has been deployed are listed in the Managed Network Pane,
which is located in the upper part of the main window. The list provides basic information
about each computer as described below.

The Managed Network Pane displays the following information for a managed group of
computers:
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Column

Description

Computer

Displays the name of the computer.

Domain

Displays the domain name to which the computer belongs.

IP Address

Displays the IP Address of the computer.

Type

Displays the Domain or Workgroup type to which the computer
belongs.

Total Size

Displays the total disk space on the computer.

Free Space

Displays the available free space on the computer.

Last Reclaimed

Displays the date of last reclaim.

Recoverable
Space

The amount of recoverable space.

Next Run

Displays the date of the next scheduled reclaim operation.

Last Sync

Displays the date and time of the last synchronization.

Note: You can control the columns that are displayed in the Managed Network Pane from the
Select Columns->Reclaim Monitoring node of the Configure PerfectStorage Enterprise Console
window.
Computer Analysis Pane

Select a computer from the Managed Network Pane to view detailed computer information in
the Computer Analysis Pane.
Note: A computer must be selected in the Managed Network Pane.
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The Computer Analysis Pane displays the following information:
Column

Description

Drive

Displays the drive(s) available on the computer.

Size

Displays the total disk space on each drive.

Free Space

Displays the free space available on each drive.

Last Reclaimed

Displays the date of last reclaim operation.

Recoverable
Space

Displays the date of the next scheduled reclaim operation.

Note: You can control the columns displayed in the Computer Analysis Pane from the Select
Columns->Reclaim Monitoring node of the Configure PerfectStorage Enterprise Console
window.
Actions Pane

The Actions Pane on the right side shows actions separated in three groups:
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Enterprise Console Actions



Connection Tools



Detail Viewers

Enterprise Console Actions
The Enterprise Console Actions group displays options related to the Monitoring of
PerfectStorage Clients on your managed computers.

The following options are displayed:
Option

Description

Create/Edit
Managed
Groups

Launches the Create/Edit Managed Groups window where you can
create and edit your groups of managed computers.

Synchronize
Clients

Allows you to synchronize client machines with the Enterprise Console.
This refreshes the Enterprise Console with any new information from
the remote client machines.

Update AD
Links

This manually forces the PerfectStorage Console to refresh with Active
Directory (AD) for linked OU's, so if computers have been
added/removed from AD, the PerfectStorage Console will reflect these
changes.
Otherwise, the Console will synchronize as scheduled.
This is applicable when you have a managed group in the Managed
Active Directory selected in the left Information Pane.

Group by IP

Allows you to add computers to the selected managed group by IP
address. You can provide a range of IP addresses to be searched or just
a single IP address. PerfectStorage then searches for the computers by
the IP address provided. If the computer name can be deciphered by
PerfectStorage, then it adds the computer by name. Otherwise, it just
adds them by displaying the IP address.

Search by
Name

Allows you to search for computers by name in the Managed Network
Pane. It prompts you to enter a name for the computer to lookup in the
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Managed Network Pane list. If the computer is found, it is selected in
the Managed Network Pane. This is useful when you have a large list of
computers in a group and you want to view status of a specific
computer.
Connection Tools
The Connection Tools group shows the following options:

Option

Description

Remote
Desktop
Connection

When you select a computer in your managed group from the Managed
Network Pane and click the Remote Desktop Connection option, the
system allows you to remotely connect to the desktop of a selected
remote computer. This option requires you to have proper logon
permissions to access the selected computer.

Detail Viewers
The Detail Viewers group shows the following options:

Option

Description

View
Computer Info

Allows you to view the computer information of the selected computer.

View History

Allows you to view historical information of the selected computer over
the user provided date range.

View Local
Event Log

Allows you to view the event log of the computer where the Enterprise
Console is installed.

View Remote
Event Log

Allows you to view the event log of the selected remote computer in
your managed group.
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Security Window

To access this window: In the PerfectStorage Enterprise Console Main Window,click the
Security option in the Left Pane.
The Security window of Enterprise Console allows you to create, assign, and manage logon
profiles for your managed computers. If a logon profile has not been created and assigned to
the managed computers, you will not be able to deploy, schedule or configure the
PerfectStorage Client on remote computers.

The Security window is divided into the following areas:


Information Pane - The Information Pane on the top left side of the main window
displays the created logon profiles. If no logon profiles have been created, then nothing
is displayed. Clicking a logon profile displays the assignment status of each managed
computer. By default, each managed computer's assignment status is listed for each
logon profile.
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Assigned Computers List - The upper part of the main window displays a list of
computers in your managed group for which the logon profile has been created and
assigned.



Not Assigned Computers List - The bottom part of the main window displays the
computers in your managed network that have not been assigned a logon profile.



Actions Pane - The Actions Pane on the right side displays options separated in two
groups:
•

Logon Management Actions - Displays options related to the management of logon
profiles for your managed computers.

•

Connection Tools - Displays the Remote Desktop Connection option.

Information Pane

The Information Pane is located at the top left side of the main window. It displays the created
logon profile(s) to which you can assign the computers in your managed network. Select a
logon profile to view computers that have been assigned this logon profile in the Assigned
Computers List.

Assigned Computers List

The Assigned Computers List displays a list of computers in your managed group for which the
logon profile has been created and assigned.
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The Assigned Computers List shows the following information:
Column

Description

Computer

Displays the name of the computer.

Group

Displays the group name to which the computer belongs.

Logon

Displays the logon information.

Not Assigned Computers List

The Not Assigned Computers List displays computers in your managed network which do not
have an assigned logon profile.
Actions Pane
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The Actions Pane on the right side shows actions separated in two groups:


Logon Management Actions



Connection Tools

Logon Management Actions
The Logon Management Actions group displays options related to the PerfectStorage Client
security on your managed computers.

The following options are displayed:
Option

Description

New Logon

Allows you to create a new logon profile for your managed computers.

Assign Logon

Allows you to assign an existing logon profile to your managed
computers.

Unassign
Logon

Allows you to unassign a logon profile from your managed computers.

View Logon
Info

Allows you to view the logon information.

Edit Logon Info

Allows you to edit the logon information.

Delete Logon

Allows you to delete a logon profile.

Verify Logon

Allows you to verify the logon profile.

Connection Tools
The Connection Tools group shows the following option:
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Option

Description

Remote
Desktop
Connection

When you select a computer in your managed group from the Assigned
Computers List and click the Remote Desktop Connection option, the
system allows you to remotely connect to the desktop of a selected
remote computer. This option requires you to have proper logon
permissions to access the selected computer.

Schedules Window

To access this window: In the PerfectStorage Enterprise Console Main Window,click the
Schedules option in the Left Pane.
The Schedules window allows you to create and manage Console schedules for you managed
computers.
Note: Local schedules cannot be managed from here. Those schedules are just listed here for
more information.
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The Schedules window is divided into the following areas:
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Information Pane - The Information Pane on the top left side of the main window
displays the tree view node for a categorical view of schedules. It displays All Schedules,
Enterprise Console Schedules, and Local Schedules. By default the All Schedules node is
selected, which shows all categories of schedules in the Schedule List Pane.



Schedule List Pane - The upper part of the main window displays a complete list of
schedules that have been created for your managed computers.



Assigned Computers for Schedule List Pane - The middle part of the main window
displays managed computers that are associated with the selected schedule in the
Schedule List Pane.



Unassigned Computers for Schedule List Pane - The bottom part of the main window
displays managed computers that are not associated with the selected schedule in the
Schedule List Pane.



Actions Pane - The Actions Pane on the right side displays the options separated in
three groups:
•

Schedule Creation - Displays options related to the scheduling of the PerfectStorage
Client on your managed computers.

•

Schedule Operations - Displays options to manage Console schedules.

•

Detail Viewers and Sync - Displays options to view more detailed information of the
selected computer, such as View Computer Info, View Schedule Info, and
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Synchronize Clients.
Information Pane

The Information Pane displays the following information:

Select Enterprise Console Schedules or Local Schedules for a categorical view of the schedules.
Schedule List Pane

The Schedule List Pane displays a complete list of schedules that are created for your managed
group of computers. You can select a schedule to view the assignment status of each managed
computer. By default, each managed computer's assignment status is listed for each schedule.

The following information is displayed for the schedules:
Column

Description

Schedule
Name

Displays the name of the schedule.

Schedule Type

Displays the type of schedule: One Time, Daily, Weekly, Report, or Sync.

Drives List

Displays the drives on which the scheduled reclaim operation will run.

Frequency

Displays the schedule's frequency.

Owner

Displays the owner name.

Max Duration

Displays the maximum duration for which the schedule will run.

Next Run

Displays the date the schedule will run.

State

Displays if the schedule is Enabled or Disabled.

Note: You can control the columns displayed in the Schedule List Pane from the Select
Columns->Schedules node of the Configure PerfectStorage Enterprise Console window.
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Assigned Computers for Schedule List Pane

The Computer List Pane allows you to view the computers assigned to a selected schedule in
the Schedule List Pane.

This displays the following information:
Column

Description

Computer

Displays the name of the computer.

Domain

Displays the domain to which the computer belongs.

IP Address

Displays the IP Address of the computer.

Type

Displays the computer type.

Processor

Displays the type of processor running on the computer.

Total Size

Displays the total size of the computer.

Free Space

Displays the free space available on the computer.

Last Reclaimed

Displays the date of last reclaim operation run on the computer.

Recoverable
Space

Displays how much space can be recovered.

Next Run

Displays the date of the next scheduled reclaim operation.

Last Sync

Displays the date and time of the last synchronization.

Schedule
Deployment
Status

Displays the deployment status of the schedule.

Note: You can control the columns displayed in the Assigned Computers for Schedule List Pane
from the Select Columns ->Schedules node of the Configure PerfectStorage Enterprise Console
window.
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Unassigned Computers for Schedule List Pane

The Unassigned Computers for Schedule List Pane allows you to view the computers that are
not assigned to a selected schedule in the Schedule List Pane.
The Unassigned Computers List Pane displays the same information as the Assigned Computers
List pane.
Note: You can control the columns displayed in the "Unassigned Computers for Schedule List"
Pane from the Select Columns ->Schedules node of the Configure PerfectStorage Enterprise
Console window.
Actions Pane

The Actions Pane on the right side shows actions separated in three groups:


Schedule Creation



Schedule Operations



Detail Viewers and Sync

Schedule Creation
Schedule Creation group displays options for creating Console schedules on your managed
computers.

When you click Create New Schedule, you are presented with options for which type of
schedule to create.
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The following options are displayed:
Option

Description

Reclaim
Schedule

Allows you to create a Reclaim schedule.

Report

Allows you to create a Report schedule to gather data from your
selected managed computers. This analyzes the PerfectStorage Client
machines at scheduled intervals and records the data on the individual
machines. Whenever the client machines are synchronized with the
Console, the data from the selected managed computers is gathered
and sent to the Enterprise Console's database. This data can then be
used for reporting purposes. A Report schedule is assigned by default
when you use the Console to deploy the PerfectStorage Agent to a
remote computer.

Sync Schedule

Allows you to create a Sync schedule for synchronizing PerfectStorage
clients with the Enterprise Console. A Sync schedule is assigned by
default when you use the Console to deploy the PerfectStorage Agent
to a remote computer.

Schedule Operations
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The Schedule Operations group shows the following options that you can take to manage
Console schedules:

Option

Description

Run Now

Immediately runs the selected Console schedule for assigned clients.

Edit

Allows you to edit an existing Console schedule.

Copy

Allows you to copy an existing Console schedule with a new name.

Add/ Repush
Computers

Allows you to add computers to an existing Console schedule. This is
also used to re-push a schedule to computers where PerfectStorage
might have been removed and then re-installed.

Remove
Computers

Allows you to remove computers from a selected Console schedule. You
can only remove computers from a Console schedule.

Rename

Allows you to rename an existing Console schedule.

Delete

Allows you to delete an existing Console schedule.

Disable/
Enable

Allows you to disable or enable a Console schedule. You can
disable/enable Console schedules only.

Detail Viewers and Sync
The Detail Viewers and Sync group shows the following options:
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Option

Description

View Schedule
Info

Allows you to view schedule settings.

View
Computer Info

Allows you to view a computer's properties.

Synchronize
Clients

Allows you to synchronize the client machines with the Enterprise
Console. This refreshes the Enterprise Console with any new
information from the remote client machines.

Configuration Profiles Window

To access this window: In the PerfectStorage Enterprise Console Main Window,click the
Configuration Profiles option in the Left Pane.
The Configuration Profiles window allows you to create and configure profiles for your
managed computers. You can configure reclaim options, auto update, scheduling, and virtual
environment options for the computers on your managed network. You can create multiple
profiles to suit your specific needs.
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The Configuration Profiles window can be divided into the following areas:


Information Pane - The Information Pane is located on the left side of the window and it
shows the list of all available configuration profiles created in the Enterprise Console.
Select a configuration profile from this pane to see which computers have been
assigned or not assigned to the selected profile.



Assigned Computers Pane - The upper part of the main window displays a list of
computers for which the configuration profile has been assigned.



Unassigned Computers Pane - The bottom part of the main window displays the
computers that have not been assigned a configuration profile.



Actions Pane - The Actions Pane located on the right side displays options separated in
two groups:
•

Profile Operations - Displays options related to the creation and management of
configuration profiles.

•

Detail Viewers and Sync - Displays the Synchronize Clients option.

Information Pane

The Information Pane displays the following information:

Select Configuration Profiles to view all available configuration profiles in Enterprise Console
and select a configuration profile to view all assigned and unassigned computers to that
configuration profile. A newly created configuration profile is added in this pane.
Assigned Computers Pane

When you select a configuration profile in the Information Pane located on the left side of the
window, the Assigned Computers Pane located on the upper part of the window displays a list
of computers for which the configuration profile has been assigned.
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The following information is displayed for the assigned computers:
Column

Description

Computer

Displays the name of the computer.

Domain

Displays the domain name to which the computer belongs.

IP Address

Displays the IP Address of the computer.

Type

Displays the Domain or Workgroup type to which the computer
belongs.

Processor

Displays the type of processor on the computer.

Total Size

Displays the total disk space on the computer.

Free Space

Displays the available free space on the computer.

Last Reclaimed

Displays the date of last reclaim operation.

Recoverable
Space

Displays how much space can be recovered.

Next Run

Displays the date of the next scheduled reclaim operation.

Last Sync

Displays the date and time of the last synchronization.

Configuration
Deployment
Status

Displays the configuration deployment status of the computer.

Unassigned Computers Pane

When you select a configuration profile in the Information Pane located on the left side of the
window, the Unassigned Computers Pane located at the bottom part of the window displays a
list of computers in your managed group for which the configuration profile has not been
assigned.
The Unassigned Computers Pane displays the same information as the Assigned Computers
pane.
Actions Pane

The Actions Pane on the right side show actions separated in two groups:


Profile Operations



Detail Viewers and Sync

Enterprise Console Actions
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The Enterprise Console Actions group displays the options related to the creation and
management of configuration profiles.

The following options are displayed:
Option

Description

Create New
Profile

Allows you to create and configure a new configuration profile that can
be assigned to the managed group of computers.

Copy Profile

Allows you to copy an existing configuration profile with a new name.

Edit

Allows you to edit an existing configuration profile.

Add/ Repush
Computers

Allows you to assign a configuration profile to computers.

Remove
Computers

Allows you to remove computers from a configuration profile.

Rename

Allows you to rename an existing configuration profile.

Delete

Allows you to delete a configuration profile.

Detail Viewers and Sync
The Details Viewer and Sync group shows the following option:
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Option

Description

Synchronize
Clients

Allows you to synchronize the client machines with the Enterprise
Console. This immediately runs the task created in Configuration
Profiles window.

Reporting Window

To access this window: In the PerfectStorage Enterprise Console Main Window,click the
Reporting option in the Left Pane.
The Reporting window allows you to create and manage reports.

The Reporting window is divided into the following areas:
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Information Pane - The Information Pane on the top left side of the main window
displays the tree view node for a categorical view of reports. It displays the following
three nodes:
•

Master Report - Selecting this node allows you to run all reports in one view.

•

Program Options - Selecting this node allows you to run the following types of
reports:
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Report Type

Description

Installation
Report

This report provides information on which computers
PerfectStorage is installed, which version, and license
type.

Schedules
Report

This report displays computers assigned to existing
schedules.



Report List Pane - The Report List pane is located at the center of the main window,
which displays generated report data. For example, if you choose the Installation
Report in the Program Options report node, then a list of data generated by the
installation report is displayed in the Report List pane. However, when you generate a
master report, clicking the Master Report node displays results from each type of
report, arranged in tabs.



Actions Pane - The Actions Pane on the right side displays options separated in three
groups:
•

Enterprise Console Actions - Displays the option to start creating a report.

•

Connection Tools - Displays Remote Desktop Connection.

•

Output - Displays options to print, save, and e-mail the generated PerfectStorage
Enterprise Console reports.

Task Management Window

To access this window: In the PerfectStorage Enterprise Console Main Window, click Task
Management option in the Left Pane.
The Task Management window lists tasks that are created for the client computers, such as a
task to install the PerfectStorage Client on managed computers. For all tasks, the Enterprise
Console displays a completion status (success or failure) as well as the number of clients
assigned to the task, how many have completed successfully, how many have failed and how
many are still in process. In addition, it displays the task start date/time and finish date/time.
Tasks that are completed successfully on all specified computers will show a green successful
indicator. Tasks that have failed on one or more specified computers will show a yellow partial
success indicator. Tasks that fail to run on all selected computers will show a red failure
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indicator. Tasks that have failed on a computer can be re-run after diagnosing why the task
failed.
As soon as you perform an action in Enterprise Console, a task for that action gets listed in the
task list of the Task Management window of the PerfectStorage Enterprise Console.

The Task Management window can be divided into the following areas:


Information Pane - The Information Pane located on the top left side of the main
window displays the task types.



Task Pane - The Task Pane located at the middle part of the main window displays task
data depending on the type of task selected in the Information Pane. The top pane
displays a list of tasks and the lower pane displays details of a selected task.



Actions Pane - The Actions Pane located on the right side displays options for task
management.

Information Pane

The Information Pane is located on the top left side of the main window. It displays the types of
tasks available. The categories are: Sync Tasks, Deployment Tasks, Configuration Tasks,
Schedule Tasks and License Management Tasks. By default the All Tasks node is selected,
which shows all created tasks in the Task Pane.
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/
For a categorical view of tasks, click a node under All Tasks. For example, if you select the Sync
Tasks node, then only synchronization tasks will be shown. An example of Sync Tasks is shown
below:

Task Pane

The Task Pane located on the main window displays task data depending on the type of task
selected in the Information Pane. It lists tasks created for your managed computers, their
success and failure status, type of action, etc. It also lists the number of computers where the
task succeeded or failed.
Each task is represented by any of the following four icons for showing the success, failure,
working, and partial success status of the task:


Failed - A red icon represents a failed task.



Success - A green icon represents a task that completed successfully.
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Working - A blue icon represents a task that is currently in the process of execution.




Success (Partial Success) - A yellow icon with an exclamation represents a task that
has completed with partial success. This means that the task succeeded on one or more
of your managed computers and failed on at least one.

The following information is displayed for the tasks:
Column

Description

Status

Displays the task status: Success, Failed, or Working.

Task

Displays the task name.

Type

Displays the task type, such as schedule task, synchronization task,
deployment task, etc.

Complete

Displays the number of computers on which the task has completed.

Succeeded

Displays the number of computers on which the task has succeeded.

Failed

Displays the number of computers on which the task failed.

Working

Displays the number of computers on which the task is currently being
executed.

Started

Displays the date and time when the task started.

Completed

Displays the date and time when the task completed.

Actions Pane

The Actions Pane on the right side displays options for task management.

The following options are displayed:
Option
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Run Task Now

Immediately runs the task.

Cancel Task

Allows you to cancel an executing task.

Delete Task

Allows you to delete selected tasks from the Task Pane.

View Local
Event Log

Allows you to view the event log of the computer on which the
Enterprise Console is installed.
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What are Enterprise Console Tasks?
A task is created in the PerfectStorage Enterprise Console whenever you create an action to be
performed on the client computers, such as an action to install the PerfectStorage Client on
managed computers, an action to create a schedule on managed computers, an action to
configure managed computers, and so on.
As soon a task is created, it gets listed in the Task Management section of the PerfectStorage
Enterprise Console.

In the Task Management Pane, you can:


View a list of all tasks created in the Enterprise Console. There is also a categorical view
of the tasks. For example, all client configuration tasks can be found in the
Configuration Tasks node on the right side of the window.



View the task status. The Complete column will show the information on the number of
computers the task has been executed on out of the number of computers the task was
created.



View the success, failure, or working status of the task. The Succeeded and Failed
column will show the number of computers where the task succeeded or failed. The
success, failure, and working status of the task is indicated by the following icons:
•

- A red icon represents a failed task.

•

- A green icon represents a task that has completed successfully.
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•

- A yellow warning icon represents a task that succeeded on one or more
computers and failed on at least one computer.

•

- A circular working icon represents a task is currently being executed.



Run task now - This will initiate the task on client computers immediately and you can
see the task status in the Task Pane.



Cancel Task - This will cancel a running task.



Delete task - This will delete a task from the task list.



View Local Event Log - This will launch the local event log of the Console computer.



The task details appear in the lower pane.

Running Tasks Immediately
To run a task immediately instead of waiting for the task to run at its set interval, complete the
following steps:
1. Select a task from the Task Management section of the Enterprise Console.
2. Click the Run Task Now option from the Actions Pane or from the right click menu.
The task runs immediately and you can see the status of the task in the Succeeded and Failed
column of the Task Pane. The Status Bar of the Enterprise Console also shows the status of the
currently running task. An example is shown below.
Note: Please note that running a task immediately is not something that should be done when
a large number of computers are being managed, as it will immediately execute that task on
ALL of the selected computers at the same time. In the case of deploying PerfectStorage, a
network bandwidth increase could be seen. In a large managed environment, it is better to let
the task execute as designed, where it will spread the operation out on the selected computers
over a period of time.
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Canceling an Executing Task
Sometimes, you might want to cancel an already executing task. The Cancel Task option lets
you cancel an already executing task.
To cancel a task, complete the following steps:
1. Open the Task window. (Select the Task option from the Left Pane.)
2. Select an executing task (represented by a
Task Management window.
3.

"Working" icon) from the Task Pane of the

Choose the Cancel Task option from the Actions Pane.

4.
A message in the task bar changes to display a canceled task status. An example is
shown below:

Re-run a Failed Task
If a task failed after execution, Enterprise Console gives you an option to re-run the failed task.
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To re-run a failed task:
1. Open the Task Management window. (Select the Task Management option on the Left
Pane.)
2.
Select a failed task from the Task Pane and double-click, or right-click and choose Show
Task Details, or select Show Task Details from the Actions Pane. The Task Details window
opens as shown below:

The Task Details window shows the managed computers list where the task failed. You
can select a computer to diagnose the problem and then re-run the task, or just re-run
the task without diagnosing.
3.

To rerun the failed task, you can do the following:
•

Select a computer and then click the Retry button on the Task Details window. This
executes the task again.

•

Select a computer from the list and click the Diagnose button for resolving the issue
which caused the task to fail. The following window opens:

Diagnose a Failed Task and View Diagnostic Details
If a task failed after execution, the Enterprise Console gives you an option to diagnose the
failed task and then re-run the task. In the diagnosis you would be able to look at a detailed
explanation of why the error occurred and can take steps to rectify the problem.
To diagnose a failed task, complete the following steps:
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1. Open the Task Management window. (Select the Task Management option from the
Left Pane.)
2.

Select a task from the Task Pane. The Task Details pane opens as shown below:

The Task Details window shows the managed computers list and shows on which
computers the task failed or succeeded. From here you can select a computer on which
the task failed to diagnose the problem and then re-run the task.
3.
Select a computer from the list and click the Diagnose button. The PerfectStorage
Enterprise Console Diagnostics window opens:
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4.

Click the Details button to view the detailed diagnostics results.

5.
Click the Close button. You are taken back to the PerfectStorage Enterprise Console
Diagnostics window. Click the Retry button to re-run the task.
The task will be executed again for the selected computer. If it succeeds, then you can
see the status in the Task Pane.

Viewing Task Details
You can view details of a task in the Task Details window and do the following:


diagnose the task if it failed,



re-run the task,



save the task details in a HTML file, and



print the task details.

To view task details, complete the following steps:
1. Open the Task Management window. (Select the Task Management option on the Left
Pane.)
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2.
Select a task from the Task Pane, or right-click and click Open in New Window. The Task
Details window opens as shown below:

The Task Details window shows the managed computers list where the task failed or
succeeded. You can select a computer to diagnose the problem and then re-run the failed task,
or just re-run the task without diagnosing by clicking the Retry button.
The following buttons are available on the Task Details window for more actions:
Button

Description

Retry

Click to re-run the failed task.

Remote Event
Log

Click to launch the Event Viewer to get more information on failed task.

Diagnose

Click to run diagnostics on failed task to gather more information on
why the task failed.

Save

Click to save the task details in a HTML file.

Print

Click to print the task details.

Deleting a Task
To delete a task, complete the following steps:
1. Open the Task Management window. (Select Task Management option from the Left
Pane.)
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2. Select a task from the Task Pane of the Task Management window.
3.

Choose the Delete Task option from the Actions Pane.

4.

A confirmation message is displayed as shown below:

5.

Click Yes to confirm the delete operation. The task is deleted.
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Create/Edit Managed Groups Window
To access this window: click the Create/Edit Managed Groups option:


from the Actions Pane of the Getting Started window, or



from the Actions Pane of the Deploying window, or



from the Actions Pane of the Reclaim Monitoring window.

The Create/Edit Managed Groups window is used for managing computers and OUs in a group
and offers the following options:


Creating a Group



Renaming a Group



Assigning Computers to a Group



Removing Computers from a Group



Deleting a Group

The Create/Edit Managed Groups window shows the following information:


The Computer text box allows you to type in a computer name or IP address for
searching for a computer on the network and then add it to the managed network
group.
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The Available Network Pane on the left side shows the computers available on your
Windows network and in Active Directory.



The Managed Network Pane on the right side shows the list of managed computers and
OU's in groups. For convenience, two groups are created on install of the Console:
Desktops and Servers.



The Create Group button allows you to create a new group. You can add computers or
OU's to a group only, so creating a group is the first step towards creating a managed
group if you choose not to use the default groups.



The Rename Group button allows you to rename an existing group.



The Delete Group button allows you to delete an existing group.



The Add button allows you to move the selected computers or OUs to a managed
group. You can enter a name of a computer in the Computer text box and then click
Add, or you can select computers or OU's from left pane and add them to the right
pane.



The Add by IP button gives you an option to select a range of computers by specifying IP
Addresses.



The Close button allows you to close the Create/Edit Managed Groups window.

Creating a Group
An important step towards managing your network from the Enterprise Console is to create a
managed group of computers. This topic explains how to create groups. The next topic will
explain how to add computers to a group.
To create a group, complete the following steps:
1. Launch the Enterprise Console. By default the Getting Started window is opened on first
launch.
2.
From the Actions Pane, click the Create/Edit Managed Groups option. The Create/Edit
Managed Groups window opens.
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3.
Select the Managed Network or Managed Active Directory node in the right pane
where you want to create a group.
Note: You MUST have access to browse to the Active Directory structure in the domain
environment.
4.

Click the Create Group button. The Create Group window opens as shown below:

5.

Enter a Name for the new group, otherwise the default name is "My Group".

6.
Click the OK button. A new group is added into your selected Managed Network or
Managed Active Directory node. If you want, you can rename the group.
Next Step
The next step after creating a group is to add computers to a group.

Add Computers to a Group
Add Computers to a Group
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Adding Computers to a Group



Adding a Range of Computers to a Group by IP Addresses



Where Will I See the Added Group and Computers in the Enterprise Console Main
window?



Removing Computers from a Group

Adding Computers to a Group

The next step after you create a group is to add one or more computers or OU's into the group.
The Available Network Pane on the left side of the Create/Edit Managed Groups window
displays the network domain and Active Directory domain from where you can choose
computers to add to a group.
To add computers to a group, complete the following steps:
1. Launch the Create/Edit Managed Groups window

.
2.
Select a group in the Managed Network Pane at the right side to which you want to add
computers.
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3.
From the Available Network Pane on the left side, expand the domains to choose a
computer for adding to the group.
Note: Alternatively, you can also enter the name of the computer or IP address in the
Computer field and press <ENTER> on the keyboard, or click the Add button to add the
computer to the right pane. Also, the ADD by IP button lets you add a range of
computers by looking by their IP address.
4.
Select computer(s) and then click the Add button to move the computer(s) from the left
pane to the right pane. The computer is added to the selected group. You can add additional
computers in a group by following steps 2-4.
5.

When finished, click the Close button.

Note: You can add computers from the Microsoft Windows Network to the Managed Windows
Network only,not to the Managed Active Directory. Similarly, you can add OUs from the Active
Directory to the Managed Active Directory and not in Managed Windows Network.
Next Steps
The next two steps after creating a managed group of computers are to create a logon profile
and assign logon profile to the managed group.
It is necessary to create a logon profile for the managed group that you have created.
Otherwise, the Enterprise Console tasks (deployment, scheduling, etc.) cannot be
configured.

Adding a Range of Computers to a Group by IP Addresses

The Add by IP option in Create/Edit Managed Groups allows you to add computers to the
selected managed group by IP address. You can provide a range of IP addresses to be searched
on or just one IP address. PerfectStorage then searches for the computers by the IP addresses
provided. If the computer names can be deciphered by PerfectStorage, then it adds the
computers by name. Otherwise, it just adds them by displaying the IP address.
To add computers by IP addresses:

1. Open the Create/Edit Managed Group window.
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2. Select a group in the Managed Network Pane on the right side to which you want to
add computers.
3. Click the Add by IP button. The Add computers to group by IP addresses wizard is
launched as shown below:
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4. Enter the starting and ending range of IP addresses in the two boxes provided.
5. Choose between the following:
•

IPV4 - This is the default option. Internet Protocol version 4 (IPv4) is the fourth
revision in the development of the Internet Protocol (IP) and it is the first version of
the protocol to be widely deployed. IPv4 is still by far the most widely deployed
Internet Layer protocol, as IPv6 is still in its infancy of deployment. This is taken from
wikipedia and you can visit http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IPv4 for more information.

•

IPV6 - Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6) is the next-generation Internet Protocol
version designated as the successor to IPv4, the first implementation used in the
Internet that is still in dominant use currently. This is taken from wikipedia and you
can visit http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IPv6 for more information.

6. Click Next. PerfectStorage now tries to decipher the names of the computers linked to
the IP addresses and then displays them in the Information page. If a computer name
for an IP address cannot be found, then PerfectStorage displays the IP address in place
of the name. An example is shown below:
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Here all computer names can be found so the names are displayed in the first row of the
list.
7. Select which computer(s) you want to add to a selected group.
8. Click Finish. The computers are now attached to the selected group in the Create/Edit
Managed Groups window.

Where Will I See the Added Groups and Managed Computers in the Enterprise
Console?

Once you have created a group and have added computers to the group, the Information Pane
of the Security, Deploying and Reclaim Monitoring windows show the group that has been
added.
Added Groups and Managed Computers in the Security Window

Switch to the Security window (select the Security option in the Left Pane). The Assigned
Computers List or Not Assigned Computers list will show which of your managed computers
are assigned to each group. An example is shown below:
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Added Groups and Managed Computers in the Reclaim Monitoring Window

Switch to the Reclaim Monitoring window (select Reclaim Monitoring option in the Left Pane.
Select a group in the Information Pane of the Reclaim Monitoring window and the computers
belonging to that group will be displayed in the Managed Network Pane.
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Added Groups and Managed Computers in the Deploying Window

Switch to the Deploying window (select the Deploying option in the Left Pane). The
Information Pane in the left will show the added groups.
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Note: The Deploying window lists all added groups in the Information Pane. However, the
Managed Network Pane only shows computers in your managed group where the
PerfectStorage Client has been deployed. It might not list all computers added to a managed
group as the PerfectStorage Client has not yet been deployed to some managed computers.

Removing Computers from a Group

To remove computer(s) from a managed group:
1. Launch the Create/Edit Managed Groups window.
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2.

Expand a group in the Managed Network Pane on the right side.

3.

Select a computer to remove or use SHIFT or CTRL to select more than one computer.

4.

Click the Remove button. A confirmation message is displayed as shown below:

5.

Click Yes to remove computer(s) from the group.

Renaming a Group
To rename a group:
1. Launch the Create/Edit Managed Groups window.
2.

Select a group to rename from the Managed Network Pane.

3.
Click the Rename Group button. A Rename Managed Group window opens as shown
below:
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4.

Enter a new name for the group and click the OK button. The group is now renamed.

Deleting a Group
To delete a group:
1. Launch the Create/Edit Managed Groups window.

2.

Select a group to delete from the Managed Network Pane.

3.

Choose the Delete Group button. If the group being deleted is empty skip to step

4.
If computers are associated to the group being deleted, you are prompted to confirm
the deletion as shown below:
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5.
This shows the list of computers within the group that will be deleted when you confirm
the delete operation. Click OK. The group is deleted from the Managed Network Pane. No need
to go to step 5.
6.
If no computers are associated with the group being deleted, a confirmation message is
displayed as shown below:

7.
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Click OK. The group is deleted from the Managed Network Pane.
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Creating and Assigning Security Access
Prior to deploying, configuring, or scheduling PerfectStorage on managed computers, you
MUST create a logon profile and associate it with your managed computers.


Creating a Logon Profile



Verifying a Logon Profile



Assigning Logon Profile To a Managed Group of Computers



Viewing Logon Properties (Create New Logon Window)



Resetting a Logon Profile Password



Editing a Logon Profile



Unassigning a Logon Profile



Deleting a Logon Profile

Creating a Logon Profile
Prior to deploying, configuring, or scheduling PerfectStorage on remote computers, you MUST
create a logon profile and associate it with the groups.
The logon profile is created in the Security window.
To create a logon profile:
1. Select the Security option from the Left Pane. The Security window opens in the Main
Area as shown below:
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2.

Click New Logon from the Actions Pane. The Create New Logon window opens.

3.
Select a Type from the drop-down list. You can choose from Domain, Workgroup, Local
Computer, or Hyper-V.
4.

Enter a Domain. For workgroups, enter WORKGROUP as the domain name.

5.
Enter a User Name that you use to logon to the computer where the installation
package of the PerfectStorage Client resides.
6.

Enter the Password that you use to logon to the computer.

7.

Enter the password again in the Confirm Password field.

8.
Click OK. The newly created logon profile appears in the Information Pane of the
Enterprise Console Main Window.
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Note: The Assigned Computers List shows the computers in your managed group which have
been assigned a logon. If a computer in your group has not been assigned a logon profile, then
that computer will appear in Not Assigned Computers List at the bottom, as shown in the
figure above.
You can create as many logon profiles as you need and can assign different logon profiles to
each computer in your managed group, but you cannot assign two logon profiles to one
computer.
Next Step
The next step is to assign the logon profile to a managed computer. An optional step that you
can do before assigning a logon profile to managed groups is to verify the logon profile.

Verifying a Logon Profile
It is recommended you verify the logon credentials before you assign a logon profile to
computers. This is done by clicking the Verify Logon option in the Actions Pane.
To verify a logon profile:
1. Click the Security option in the Left Pane. The Security window opens as shown below:
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2.

Choose a logon profile from the left pane.

3.
Select a computer whose logon profile you want to verify from the Assigned Computers
List or Not Assigned Computers list.
4.
Click the Verify Logon option from the Actions Pane. You can also select multiple
computers by pressing the <SHIFT> key. The system tests the logon profile and if the logon test
passes, you get the following message:

If the logon profile cannot be verified, the system returns an error message. For a failed
logon profile, try creating a new logon credential and then verify the logon profile again.

Assigning Logon Profile to a Managed Group of Computers
Once you have created a Logon Profile, you can assign it to your managed computers. You can
only assign one logon profile to a computer. If you try to assign logon profile to an already
assigned computer, then the system prompts you to overwrite on the previous logon profile.
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To assign a Logon Profile to a managed computers:
1. In the PerfectStorage Enterprise Console Main window, select the Security option from
the Left Pane. The Security window opens.

2.
The Information Pane in the left shows the created logon profile. Select the logon profile
to which you want to assign a computer.
3.
Select computer(s) in the Not Assigned Computers List to which you want to assign the
logon profile. You can also select all computers at once by pressing the <SHIFT+Click>.
4.

Click Assign Logon from the Actions Pane. The Confirm Logon Assign window opens.

5.
Click Yes to confirm. The logon profile is now assigned to the selected computer(s) and
the selected computers move to the Assigned Computers List at the top.

You can test the logon profile by clicking the Verify Logon button. See Verifying a Logon Profile
for more details.
Note: The Assigned Computers List shows the computers which have been assigned a logon
profile. If a computer has not been assigned a logon profile, then that computer will appear in
the Not Assigned Computers List at the bottom.

Viewing Logon Properties (Create New Logon Window)
To access this window: click the View Logon Info option from the Actions Pane.
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You can view an existing logon profile's properties to reset a password by using the View Logon
Info window.
Note: You can only change the password in this window. If you want to change user name,
domain, and type information of a logon profile, then you should click Edit Logon Profile option
in the Actions Pane.

To reset a password, enter the new password in the Password and Confirm Password field and
click the OK button.

Resetting a Logon Profile Password
The logon profile's password can be reset as follows:
In the Security window, select a logon profile in the Assigned Computer list and click the View
Logon Info option in the Actions Pane. In the New or Existing Logon window, change the
password and click the OK button.
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Editing a Logon Profile
You can edit an existing logon profile's properties by using the Existing Logon window. Click
Edit Logon from the Actions Pane to access the Existing Logon window.

Follow similar steps mentioned in Creating a Logon Profile topic to edit the profile information.
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Unassigning a Logon Profile
You can unassign a logon profile from a computer or group of computers by taking the
following steps:
1. Click the Security option in the Left Pane. The Security window opens as shown below:

2.

Select a logon profile from which computer(s) will be unassigned.

3.
Select a computer from the Assigned Computers List and click the Unassign Logon
option from the Actions Pane. The following confirmation message appears:
4.
Click the Yes button to unassign the logon profile from the selected computer. The
unassigned computer now moves to the Not Assigned Computers List at the bottom of the
Security window.

Deleting a Logon Profile
To delete an existing logon profile:
1. Select the Security option from the Left Pane. The Security window opens.
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2.
Select a logon profile to be deleted from the Information Pane under the All Logons
node.
3.
From the Actions Pane, choose the Delete Logon option as shown in the window above.
A message prompts to confirm the delete operation.
4.
Click Yes to delete the logon profile. The logon profile is deleted. If computers are
assigned to the logon profile, deleting the logon profile will also unassign computers. Choose
No to cancel the delete operation.
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License Management
To access this window: In the PerfectStorage Enterprise Console Main Window,click the
License Management option in the Left Pane.
View License Management

The top pane of the License Management window shows a list of PerfectStorage licenses
installed or available on your managed computers, including product type and version, license
type, license key and number of available licenses.
When you add licenses through the Add License option in the Deploying window, licenses are
stored and reflected in this pane.
The lower pane of the License Management window shows a list of managed computers
associated with each license key, including Computer name, Group, PerfectStorage product
version, license type, license key, and expiration date (if demo).
Actions Pane

The Actions Pane on the right side shows actions separated in two groups:
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Enterprise Console Actions



Connection Tools

Enterprise Console Actions
The Enterprise Console Actions group displays options related to the management of
PerfectStorage Client license keys on your managed computers.

The following options are displayed:
Option

Description

Assign License

Allows you to assign a license key to a PerfectStorage Client.

Synchronize
Clients

Allows you to synchronize PerfectStorage client machines with the
Enterprise Console. This refreshes the Enterprise Console with any new
information from the managed computers.

Add License
Key

Launches the Deploy PerfectStorage Client Wizard that guides you
through a step-by-step process to configure the deployment of the
PerfectStorage Client on your managed computers.

Edit License
Key

Allows you to edit the previously stored license key.

Delete License
Key

Allows you to delete a license key if no managed computers are
assigned to the key.

Connection Tools

The Connection Tools group displays the following option:
Option
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Description

License Management
Remote
Desktop
Connection

When you select a computer in your managed group from the Managed
Network Pane and click the Remote Desktop Connection option, the
system allows you to remotely connect to the desktop of a selected
remote computer. This option requires you to have proper logon
permissions to access the selected computer.

Add/Edit License Keys in PerfectStorage Console
You can store valid license keys in PerfectStorage Enterprise Console so that you can assign
licenses to managed Client machines.. This is done through the Add License Key option in the
License Management window.
To add/edit license key:

1. Launch the PerfectStorage Enterprise Console.
2. Click the License Management window.

3. Click the Add License Key button. To edit a license, select a license from the top pane
and then click the Edit License button. The Add License window opens:
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4. Enter the license key. If you do not have the license key, you can purchase it online on
the Raxco web site by clicking the Get License Key button. You cannot edit the key after
it has been entered. You can only edit the Number of Seats.
5. Enter the number of licenses you purchased in the Number of Seats field.
6. Click the Apply button. The license key is added to the License Key pane of the License
Management window. An example is shown below:

Assigning a License Key to a Managed Client
Note: If a license key was not assigned to a managed computer during the deployment process,
follow the steps below to assign license keys to your managed clients.
The Assign License feature of the PerfectStorage Enterprise Console allows you to assign a
license key to a managed computer. The Console will "push" the license key to the selected
computer(s). The License Management window shows computers that have a demo
(evaluation) version installed along with the expiration date. You can use the Assign License
feature and change the evaluation licenses of all managed computers to full licenses by
providing a valid PerfectStorage license key.
To assign a PerfectStorage license key on your managed computers:
1. Launch the PerfectStorage Enterprise Console and open the License Management.
2. Select a demo license to see which computers have a demo version of the
PerfectStorage Client installed. An example is shown below:
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3.

Click the Assign License option from the Actions Pane.

4.
The Assign License wizard will display the computers to which to assign a license. Only
those clients that are eligible for a license key will be displayed.
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5. Step 2 of the license wizard displays a summary of the Assign License task.

6. Click the Finish button. A task is created to push the license to the selected computer(s).

Delete License Keys
If no manage clients are assigned to a license key, you can delete the license key.
To delete a key:
1. Open PerfectStorage Enterprise Console.
2. Select License Management from the left pane.
3. Select the license key you wish to delete in the top pane and click Delete License Key in
the right Actions pane.
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4.

Click Apply to delete the key.
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Deploying and Managing PerfectStorage to a Managed Group


Configure Windows Firewall Access (Optional)



Installing PerfectStorage Client on Managed Computers



Patching/Updating PerfectStorage Client on Managed Computers



Repairing PerfectStorage Client on Managed Computers



Uninstalling PerfectStorage Client on Managed Computers



Setting a PerfectStorage License on Managed Computers

PerfectStorage Enterprise Console - Pre-deployment Requirements
The PerfectStorage Enterprise Console uses WMI or Remote Service Control Manager to deploy
PerfectStorage Clients.
The PerfectStorage Enterprise Console can use either DCOM or a user specified TCP/IP port for
non-deployment tasks such as scheduling and configuring clients.
In order to use the PerfectStorage Enterprise Console to deploy and manage PerfectStorage
clients in a network environment, there are several pre-deployment tasks that must be
performed. If you do not perform these tasks, it can result in the PerfectStorage Enterprise
Console not being able to deploy or manage PerfectStorage in your network. This can result in
errors showing up in the Task History indicating Access Denied, RPC Server unavailable, Logon
Failure, etc.
Windows Firewall Configuration

In most instances, errors that occur when trying to deploy or manage the PerfectStorage Client
using the PerfectStorage Enterprise Console are the result of a firewall or security configuration
that prevents the Enterprise Console from communicating through the network to the
PerfectStorage Client on a remote system. Below can be found information about the ports and
protocols that need to be allowed access through a firewall. Please contact Raxco Technical
Support if you have questions or need assistance with configuring your firewall or computer.
The Windows firewall must be configured to allow the PerfectStorage Enterprise Console and
PerfectStorage to communicate through the network. The PerfectStorage Console and
PerfectStorage Client communicate between computers using RPC, DCOM and WMI. This
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requires ports 135 and 445 to be opened and PerfectStorage must be added to the list of
allowed programs to communicate through these ports.
Please see Windows Firewall Configuration for more information on configuring the Windows
Firewall to allow PerfectStorage to communicate through the network.

For additional help in diagnosing issues with deploying and managing PerfectStorage using the
PerfectStorage Enterprise Console, please visit the PerfectStorage Enterprise Console Support
Site.

Installing/Deploying PerfectStorage Client on Managed Computers
Once you create and assign a logon profile to your managed computers or OUs, the next step
would be to install the PerfectStorage Client on your managed computers.
Installation of the PerfectStorage Client on multiple computers can be performed using
PerfectStorage Enterprise Console . The deployment process in Enterprise Console involves
creating a deployment task which runs after a set interval. During the deployment, you can
choose to set schedules, configure settings, and set license keys on the PerfectStorage Client
on the selected computers.
To install the PerfectStorage Client on your managed computers:
1. Launch PerfectStorage Enterprise Console.
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2.
Click the Deploy PerfectStorage Clients option from the Actions Pane of the Deploying
window or Getting Started window. The Deployment Wizard opens which guides you through
the process of creating a task for installing the PerfectStorage Client across the managed
computers network.
3.
The Select Computers page opens. Here you need to select the computers/OUs where
you want to install the PerfectStorage Client. All Computers selected will have the same
settings.
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4.
The Select Computers page shows two tabs: Managed Network and Selected Network.
The Managed Network tab shows the following:
•

Managed Network - Displays a list of managed groups and computers in a network
that you select for deployment of the PerfectStorage Client.

•

Managed Active Directory - Displays a list of OUs in a group that you select for
deployment of the PerfectStorage Client.

Choose computers or OUs from a group or select a whole group using the check box
selection.
The Select Computers page shows the following buttons that will help in the selection of
computers and OUs:
•

Select All - Use this to select all computers in your network.

•

Clear All - Use this to clear the selection of the whole list.

•

Select without PerfectStorage only - Use this to select all computers and OUs where
the PerfectStorage Client is not installed. This is useful for new installations.
Computers without PerfectStorage are also highlighted in yellow.

•

Select with PerfectStorage only - Use this to select all computers and OUs where the
PerfectStorage Client is installed.

5. Click Next in the Select Computers page of the Deploy PerfectStorage Clients Wizard.

Pre-deployment settings are required to be set to be able to proceed with the
deployment wizard. Deployment credentials must be set and be valid, the Windows
Secondary Logon Service must be running, and each selected computer must have a
logon assigned. If any of the Pre-Deployment Checks fail, click the Configure button to
the right of the check to correct the problem. For example, if deployment credentials
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have not previously been set, you MUST set deployment credentials prior to deploying
the PerfectStorage Client. Clicking at Configure button opens a window as shown below:
In order for the Enterprise Console to be able to deploy PerfectStorage clients (install,
update/patch, repair, uninstall) while the Enterprise Console GUI is closed OR the Enterprise
Console is being accessed via a Remote Desktop session, the Enterprise Console must be
configured with deployment user credentials.

If you have already configured deployment credentials in the Configure PerfectStorage
Enterprise Console's Deployment node, then the Pre-Deployment Check would succeed.

If the logon profiles have not been assigned, then you must assign logon information for
each of the selected computers that do not have a logon profile assigned before you can
proceed. See Creating a Logon Profile for more information. Once the logon profile is
created, see Verifying a Logon Profile for more information.
When each check succeeds, you are then permitted to proceed to the next step.
6. Click Next. The PerfectStorage Client Type page opens as shown below:
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7.
Enter or browse to the PerfectStorage Client Distribution directory where the
PerfectStorage Client install files are located. The install files can be placed anywhere on the
local computer or a network share. If it is placed on a network share, you MUST browse to the
UNC path to the share. If you attempt to browse to a mapped network drive, a warning
message like the one below will be displayed.

The client software can even be on a CD-ROM on the Enterprise Console machine.
Wherever the software resides, the account specified under Deployment in Enterprise
Console Configuration should have access to the software.
8.
The next drop-down box labeled, Select PerfectStorage client to deploy, allows you to
select the PerfectStorage client type to deploy. Select the PerfectStorage Client to be deployed
from the list. The PerfectStorage Enterprise Console will check for updates and will show the
status in the Download Status list. If the client installer is not available on your machine, or if a
newer update is available for the selected PerfectStorage Client type, you get a message as
below:
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or as below:

9.
If the selected PerfectStorage Client needs to be downloaded, or if there is an update,
click Yes to start the download process. This downloads the installer package and unpacks the
installer package as well, which is shown in the Download status message as shown in the
figure above.
10.

Click Next. The Assignments page opens as shown:
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To streamline the installation process, PerfectStorage Console gives you an opportunity
to assign configuration profiles, schedules, and licenses to your selected group of
computers from the Assignments page.
The following options are available:
Section

Description

Assign
Configuration
Profile

In this section you can choose between the following:
1. Do not assign configuration profile
2. Assign following Configuration Profile to computer(s) after
deployment
When the assign option is selected, you can select a configuration
profile to be attached to the computer(s) from the list. You can
also create a new configuration profile by clicking on the Create
Profile button, or edit an existing profile by clicking on the Edit
Profile button.

Assign
Schedule

In this section you can choose between the following:
1. Do not assign schedules
2. Assign following schedules to computers after deployment
By default, the Assign Schedules option is selected and the Console
Report Schedule and Console Sync Schedules are selected for
assignment. You can select additional schedules from existing
schedules list to be assigned to the newly deployed PerfectStorage
Client. You can also create schedules right from here, by clicking on
the different schedule creation buttons available (Reclaim, Report,
and Sync). You can also edit an existing schedule by clicking on the
Edit Schedule button.

Assign
License

In this section you can choose between the following:
1. Do not assign a license key
2. Assign a license key to computers after deployment
A demo key will be assigned to the selected PerfectStorage Clients
if a full license key is not selected. You can add a new license key
by clicking the Add a License Key button. You can also edit an
existing key by clicking on the Edit License Key button.

11.
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The Confirmation page will display the details of the Deployment task, as well as
Advanced options. By default, the Analyze Free Space upon Completion option is
selected by default. This will run an analyze operation to determine the amount of
recoverable space of the drives on the selected computers.
In the Deployment Method section, you choose the mechanism to use for deployment.
You can choose between the following methods:
•

WMI - WMI can be used if managed computers are in the same workgroup/domain
as the Enterprise Console computer. WMI MUST be used if any managed computers
are in a different workgroup/domain than the Enterprise Console computer.

•

Remote Service Control Manager (RSCM) - RSCM can be used if managed computers
are in the same workgroup/domain as the Enterprise Console computer. If any
managed computers are in a different domain/workgroup than the Enterprise
Console computer then RSCM can NOT be used as it will fail, as Windows security will
not allow RSCM to authenticate using the Enterprise Console assigned logon
credentials.
The Installation options allow you to change the following:

•

Change the default install location - Normally, the PerfectStorage Client is installed
in the \ProgramFiles\Raxco\ folder of a computer. However, you have the
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option to specify the install location if you do not want to use the default install
location.
•

Set /NORESTART switch to avoid computer reboot - If you do not want the
computers to reboot automatically after the PerfectStorage Client has been installed,
then select this option.

•

Do not install a local user interface - If you do not want a user to launch the
PerfectStorage Client from the local computer, you can choose this option. All
administration for that local computer will be done remotely from the Enterprise
Console or through Active Directory.

12.
Click Finish to complete the deployment configuration. After you have configured the
Deployment Wizard to install the PerfectStorage Client on your managed computers, a task is
created in the Task Pane of the Task Management window.

Patching/Updating PerfectStorage Client on Managed Computers
When a newer version of the PerfectStorage Client is available, you can use the Enterprise
Console to patch the PerfectStorage Client on your managed computers. This process involves
creating a task for patching the PerfectStorage Client on a group of computers.
To patch /update the PerfectStorage Client on managed computers:
1. Click the Patch/Update PerfectStorage Clients option from the Actions Pane of the
Deploying window or Getting Started window. The Patch/Update PerfectStorage
Clients Wizard opens, which guides you through the process of creating a task for
patching the PerfectStorage Client across the managed computers network.
2. The Select Computers page opens. Here you need to select the computers where the
PerfectStorage Client will be patched. All Computers selected will have the same
settings.
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The Select Computers page shows two tabs: Managed Network and Selected
Network. The Managed Network tab shows the following:
•

Managed Network - Displays the list of managed groups and computers in a
network that you select for patching of PerfectStorage.

•

Managed Active Directory - Displays the list of OUs in a group that you select
for patching the PerfectStorage Client.

Choose computers or OUs from a group or select a whole group using the check
box selection. You can also select all groups in a network by clicking the Select All
button or remove the whole list by clicking the Clear All button. Clicking the
Selected Network tab will display only the computers and OUs that you have
chosen to patch/update the PerfectStorage Client.
Clicking the Selected Network tab will display only the computers and OUs that
you have chosen to patch/update.
3. Click Next. The Pre-Deployment Checks page opens as shown below:
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Pre-deployment settings are required to be set to be able to proceed with the
deployment wizard. Deployment credentials must be set and be valid, the Windows
Secondary Logon Service must be running, and each selected computer must have a
logon assigned. If any of the Pre-Deployment Checks fail, click the Configure button to
the right of the check to correct the problem. For example, if deployment credentials
have not previously been set, you MUST set deployment credentials prior to patching the
PerfectStorage Client. Clicking at Configure button opens a window as shown below:
In order for the Enterprise Console to be able to deploy PerfectStorage clients (install,
update/patch, repair, uninstall) while the Enterprise Console GUI is closed OR the Enterprise
Console is being accessed via a Remote Desktop session, the Enterprise Console must be
configured with deployment user credentials.
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If you have already configured deployment credentials in the Configure PerfectStorage
Enterprise Console's Deployment node, then the Pre-Deployment Check would succeed.

If the logon profiles have not been assigned, then you must assign logon information for
each of the selected computers that do not have a logon profile assigned before you can
proceed. See Creating a Logon Profile for more information. Once the logon profile is
created, see Verifying a Logon Profile for more information.
When each check succeeds, you are then permitted to proceed to the next step.
4.

Click Next. The Select Update page opens as shown below:

Choose the desired patch you wish to deploy from the Select PerfectStorage patch to
deploy drop down. If the selected PerfectStorage Client needs to be downloaded, or if
there is an update, click Yes to start the download process. This downloads the installer
package and unpacks the installer package as well
5.

Click Next. The Confirm page opens.
The Confirmation page will display the details of the Patch task, as well as Advanced
options.
In the Deployment Method section, you choose the mechanism to use for deployment.
You can choose between the following methods:
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•

WMI - WMI can be used if managed computers are in the same workgroup/domain
as the Enterprise Console computer. WMI MUST be used if any managed computers
are in a different workgroup/domain than the Enterprise Console computer.

•

Remote Service Control Manager (RSCM) - RSCM can be used if managed computers
are in the same workgroup/domain as the Enterprise Console computer. If any
managed computers are in a different domain/workgroup than the Enterprise
Console computer then RSCM can NOT be used as it will fail, as Windows security will
not allow RSCM to authenticate using the Enterprise Console assigned logon
credentials.
The Installation options allow you to change the following:

•

Set /NORESTART switch to avoid computer reboot - This option is selected by
default so that the selected computers do not reboot automatically after the
PerfectStorage Client has been updated.

6.
Click Finish to complete the patching configuration. After you have configured the
Patch/Update PerfectStorage Clients Wizard to patch the PerfectStorage Client on your
managed computers, a task is created in the Task Pane of the Task Management window.
The Enterprise Console runs the task. The task logs onto the system using the account
credentials specified and copies the client patch files to the remote computers. The
remote computers then execute the patch installation. After the task has completed, you
can see the success and failure status of the task in the Task Pane of the Task
Management window. You can see for how many computers the task has succeeded or
failed. See What are Enterprise Console Tasks? for more information.

Repairing PerfectStorage Client on Managed Computers
To repair PerfectStorage Client on a managed group of computers:
1. Launch PerfectStorage Enterprise Console.
2. Click the Repair PerfectStorage Clients option from the Actions Pane of the Deploying
window or Getting Started window. The Repair PerfectStorage Clients Wizard opens,
which guides you through the process of creating a task for repairing the PerfectStorage
Client across the managed computers network.
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You can also click the Settings button to provide deployment credentials. If you have
configured the deployment credentials in the Configure PerfectStorage Enterprise
Console's Deployment node, then you do not need to configure here unless you want to
change the credentials.
3.
Click Next in the Pre-Deployment page of the Repair PerfectStorage Clients Wizard. The
Select Computers page opens. Here you need to select the computers where the
PerfectStorage Client will be repaired. All selected computers will have the same settings.

The Select Computers page shows two tabs: Managed Network and Selected Network.
The Managed Network tab shows the following information:
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•

Managed Network - This displays a list of managed groups and computers in a
network that you select for repairing PerfectStorage.

•

Managed Active Directory - This displays a list of OUs in a group that you select for
repairing PerfectStorage.

Choose computers or OUs from a group or select a whole group using the check box
selection.
The Select Computers page shows the following buttons which help in the selection of
computers and OUs:
•

Select All - Use this to select all computers in your network.

•

Clear All - Use this to clear the selection of the whole list.

•

Select without PerfectStorage only - This does not apply for configuration.
Computers without PerfectStorage are highlighted in yellow so make sure you do not
select those computers as the repair job will not run on those computers.

•

Select with PerfectStorage only - Use this to select all computers and OUs where the
PerfectStorage Client is installed.

Clicking the Selected Network tab will display only the computers and OUs that you have
chosen to repair the PerfectStorage Client.
4.

Click Next. The Logons page opens.

If a logon profile has been assigned for all computers, then this page shows a message
"All selected computers have assigned logons". In this case, skip this page.
If a logon profile has not been assigned, then this page allows you to assign logon
information for the computers that do not have a logon profile assigned.
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See Creating a Logon Profile for more information. Once the logon profile is created, see
Verifying a Logon Profile for more information.
5.

Click Next. The Deployment Method page opens.

6.
In the Deployment Method page, you need to choose the mechanism used for repairing.
You can choose between the following two methods:
•

WMI - WMI can be used if managed computers are in the same workgroup/domain
as the Enterprise Console computer. WMI MUST be used if any managed computers
are in a different workgroup/domain than the Enterprise Console computer.

•

Remote Service Control Manager (RSCM) - RSCM can be used if managed computers
are in the same workgroup/domain as the Enterprise Console computer. If any
managed computers are in a different domain/workgroup than the Enterprise
Console computer then RSCM can NOT be used as it will fail, as Windows security will
not allow RSCM to authenticate using the Enterprise Console assigned logon
credentials.

7.
Click Finish to complete the repair configuration. After you configure the Repair
PerfectStorage Clients Wizard to repair the PerfectStorage Client on a group of managed
computers, a task is created in the Task Pane of the Task Management window.
The Enterprise Console will create the repair task. The task logs onto remote computers
using the account credentials specified in the assigned logon profile and initiates the
repair process. After the task has completed, you can see the success and failure status
of the task in the Task Management window.

Uninstalling PerfectStorage Client on Managed Computers
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To uninstall the PerfectStorage Client on managed computers:
1. Launch PerfectStorage Enterprise Console.
2. Click the Uninstall PerfectStorage Clients option from the Actions Pane of the
Deploying window. The Uninstall PerfectStorage Clients Wizard opens, which guides
you through the process of creating a task for uninstalling the PerfectStorage Client
across the managed computers network.

You can also click the Settings button to provide deployment credentials. If you have
configured the deployment credentials in the Configure PerfectStorage Enterprise
Console's Deployment node, then you do not need to configure here unless you want to
change the credentials again.
3.
Click Next in the Uninstall PerfectStorage Clients Wizard. The Select Computers page
opens. Here you need to select the computers where the PerfectStorage Client will be
uninstalled. All selected computers will have the same settings.
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4.
The Select Computers page shows two tabs: Managed Network and Selected Network.
The Managed Network tab shows the following information:
•

Managed Network - This displays a list of managed groups and computers in a
network that you select for uninstalling PerfectStorage.

•

Managed Active Directory - This displays a list of OUs in a group that you select for
uninstalling PerfectStorage.

Choose computers or OUs from a group or select a whole group using the check box
selection.
The Select Computers page shows the following buttons which help in the selection of
computers and OUs:
•

Select All - Use this to select all computers in your network.

•

Clear All - Use this to clear the selection of the whole list.

•

Select without PerfectStorage only - This does not apply for configuration.
Computers without PerfectStorage are highlighted in yellow so make sure you do not
select those computers as un-install will not run on those computers.

•

Select with PerfectStorage only - Use this to select all computers and OUs where the
PerfectStorage Client is installed.

The Selected Network tab will display only the computers and OUs that you have chosen
to un-install the PerfectStorage Client.
5.

Click Next. The Logons page opens.
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If a logon profile has been assigned for all computers, then this page shows a message
"All selected computers have assigned logons". In this case, skip this page.
If a logon profile has not been assigned, then this page allows you to assign logon
information for the computers that do not have a logon profile assigned.
See Creating a Logon Profile for more information. Once the logon profile is created, see
Verifying a Logon Profile for more information.
6.
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7.
In the Deployment Method page, you need to choose the mechanism used for
uninstallation. You can choose between the following two methods:
•

WMI - WMI can be used if managed computers are in the same workgroup/domain
as the Enterprise Console computer. WMI MUST be used if any managed computers
are in a different workgroup/domain than the Enterprise Console computer.

•

Remote Service Control Manager (RSCM) - RSCM can be used if managed computers
are in the same workgroup/domain as the Enterprise Console computer. If any
managed computers are in a different domain/workgroup than the Enterprise
Console computer then RSCM can NOT be used as it will fail, as Windows security will
not allow RSCM to authenticate using the Enterprise Console assigned logon
credentials.

8.
Click Finish to complete the un-install configuration. After you configure the
Deployment Wizard to un-install the PerfectStorage Client on group of managed computers, a
task is created in the Task Pane of the Task Management window.
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Analyzing Managed Computers
Once you have deployed and configured the PerfectStorage Client on a managed group of
remote computers, what is the next step? How do I know which computers have space that can
be reclaimed?
The answer to this question is that you need to analyze your managed computers.

The Managed Network Pane shows your managed list of computers in groups. When you
select a computer, the Computer Pane shows the detailed analysis of each drive on the
computer.
This information is updated every time the Console syncs with a managed computer. The
drives of your managed computers are analyzed using the Report Schedule feature of the
Enterprise Console.
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Creating Console Schedules
Creating a One Time Schedule

One Time schedules are used to perform reclaim operations once. This option should be used if
you want to execute a reclaim operation once at some later time, such as in the middle of the
night when the work load is lighter.
To create a One Time schedule for managed computers:
1. Open the Schedules window in the Enterprise Console (Select the Schedules option
from the Left Pane).

2.
From the Actions Pane of the Schedules window, click Create New Schedule. The
Schedule Creation Wizard opens.
3.

Select Reclaim Schedule from the list of schedule types
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4.

Select the systems to assign this schedule to

5.

Click Next. The Logons page opens.
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If a logon profile has been assigned for all computers, then this page shows a message
"All selected computers have assigned logons". In this case, skip this page by clicking
Next.
If a logon profiles has not been assigned, then this page allows you to assign logon
information for the computers that do not have a logon profile assigned.
See Creating a Logon Profile for more information. Once the logon profile is created, see
Verifying a Logon Profile for more information.
6.
Click Next. The Schedule Name page of the Schedule Wizard appears asking you to enter
a unique name for the schedule.
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7.

Enter a unique name for the schedule or a default name is assigned.

8.

Click Next. The Task Details page opens.

9.

Here you can configure task details.
•
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Free Disk Space before Reclaim - This option enables you to achieve greater reclaim
by eliminating recycle bin contents and temporary files before the reclaim pass is
performed.

Reclaim Schedules
•

10.

Reclaim Method - You can configure where the schedule reclaim pass will use SCSI
UNMAP, Smart Zero Fill™ or use the default reclaim method for drives. The default
reclaim method is configured using a Configuration Profile.

Click Next. The Select Drives page opens.

11.
Select the drives to be reclaimed. By default, the All Drives option is selected. You can
choose All Drives Including Non-Persistent or you can select individual drive letters that will be
reclaimed on managed computers. If the drive letter selected does not exist on the managed
computer, it is ignored. Only drive letters that are valid are processed. It also allows you to
choose between two processing sequences:
1. One drive after another (in series) - In general, reclaiming drives in series is faster and
uses less computer memory and CPU time.

12.

•

All drives at the same time (in parallel) - Parallel selection can be useful if your
drives are SCSI, or on different IDE controllers and you have more than one CPU.

•

Let PerfectStorage decide which is best - This option will be the default selection.
PerfectStorage will automatically decide if series or parallel is best.

Click Next. The Pre/Post Tasks page opens.
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13.
This is an optional step, but can be a useful tool for someone who wants to preconfigure some tasks that can be executed right before a scheduled reclaim operation is started
and/or right after a reclaim operation is completed. Select the appropriate check box and then
Browse for the file (executable, batch file, etc.). If you have chosen any pre/post tasks, you
must enter credentials for performing the task.
The options in this screen are listed below:

14.
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•

Pre-schedule task - Select this check box to configure a task to run before the
scheduled reclaim operation starts. Clicking Browse button will allow you to choose a
task to be executed. You can also specify the Maximum Duration option. Default is 5
minutes, which means that if the task running is taking more than 5 minutes, then it
will be terminated and the scheduled reclaim operation of the drive will start.

•

Post-schedule task - Select this check box to configure a task to run after the
scheduled reclaim operation is complete. Clicking Browse button will allow you to
choose a task to be executed. You can also specify the Maximum Duration option .
Default is also 5 minutes.

•

Credentials - If you have chosen any pre/post tasks, enter the requested credentials
to perform the task.

Click Next. The Time and Date page opens.

Reclaim Schedules

15.
Enter a date, time, and maximum duration of the reclaim operation (in hours) and when
the reclaim operation will be performed.
•

Start Time - Enter a time when the reclaim operation will start.

•

Maximum Duration in hours - Enter the maximum duration of the reclaim
operation. If you leave this blank (or enter 0), the reclaim operation continues until it
is complete. This option allows you to terminate the reclaim operation at a particular
time if it is not already completed. If scheduled overnight, you may want to set a
maximum duration which ensures the pass stops before the machine is next
accessed. Additionally, this option can be used to avoid conflicts with other
scheduled tasks.

•

Recurrence Pattern - Select how often and which days the schedule should run. For
example, you can specify that the schedule recurs every two days or every three
weeks. You may also specify whether the schedule runs only on the weekdays or
during the weekends.

•

Range of Recurrence – Select the date on which the schedule should start. Also
choose if you wish to end the schedule after a set number of occurrences.

16.
Click Finish. The schedule is added in the Schedule List of the Schedules window and a
task to deploy the schedule on remote computers is created in the Task Pane of the Task
Management window.
17.
After the task is completed you can see the success and failure status of the task in the
Task Management window. The schedule will run on remote computers when the time set for
the schedule is reached or run the schedule immediately by clicking Run Now option.
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Creating a Daily Schedule

Daily schedules are used to perform reclaim operations on a daily basis.
To create a Daily schedule for managed computers:
1. Open the Schedules window in the Enterprise Console (Select the Schedules option from
the Left Pane).

2.
From the Actions Pane of the Schedules window, click Create New Schedule. The
Schedule Creation Wizard opens.
3.
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Select Reclaim Schedule from the list of schedule types

Reclaim Schedules

4.

Select the computers to assign this schedule to

5.

Click Next. The Logons page opens.
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If a logon profile has been assigned for all computers, then this page shows a message
"All selected computers have assigned logons". In this case, skip this page by clicking
Next.
If a logon profiles has not been assigned, then this page allows you to assign logon
information for the computers that do not have a logon profile assigned.
See Creating a Logon Profile for more information. Once the logon profile is created, see
Verifying a Logon Profile for more information.
6.
Click Next. The Schedule Name page of the Schedule Wizard appears asking you to enter
a unique name for the schedule.
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7.

Enter a unique name for the schedule or a default name is assigned.

8.

Click Next. The Task Details page opens.

9.

Here you can configure task details.
•

Free Disk Space before Reclaim - This option enables you to achieve greater reclaim
by eliminating recycle bin contents and temporary files before the reclaim pass is
performed.
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•

10.

Reclaim Method - You can configure where the schedule reclaim pass will use SCSI
UNMAP, Smart Zero Fill™ or use the default reclaim method for drives. The default
reclaim method is configured using a Configuration Profile.

Click Next. The Select Drives page opens.

11.
Select the drives to be reclaimed. By default, the All Drives option is selected. You can
choose All Drives Including Non-Persistent or you can select individual drive letters that will be
reclaimed on managed computers. If the drive letter selected does not exist on the managed
computer, it is ignored. Only drive letters that are valid are processed. It also allows you to
choose between two processing sequences:
1. One drive after another (in series) - In general, reclaiming drives in series is faster and
uses less computer memory and CPU time.

12.
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•

All drives at the same time (in parallel) - Parallel selection can be useful if your
drives are SCSI, or on different IDE controllers and you have more than one CPU.

•

Let PerfectStorage decide which is best - This option will be the default selection.
PerfectStorage will automatically decide if series or parallel is best.

Click Next. The Pre/Post Tasks page opens.

Reclaim Schedules

13.
This is an optional step, but can be a useful tool for someone who wants to preconfigure some tasks that can be executed right before a scheduled reclaim operation is started
and/or right after a reclaim operation is completed. Select the appropriate check box and then
Browse for the file (executable, batch file, etc.). If you have chosen any pre/post tasks, you
must enter credentials for performing the task.
The options in this screen are listed below:

14.

•

Pre-schedule task - Select this check box to configure a task to run before the
scheduled reclaim operation starts. Clicking Browse button will allow you to choose a
task to be executed. You can also specify the Maximum Duration option. Default is 5
minutes, which means that if the task running is taking more than 5 minutes, then it
will be terminated and the scheduled reclaim operation of the drive will start.

•

Post-schedule task - Select this check box to configure a task to run after the
scheduled reclaim operation is complete. Clicking Browse button will allow you to
choose a task to be executed. You can also specify the Maximum Duration option .
Default is also 5 minutes.

•

Credentials - If you have chosen any pre/post tasks, enter the requested credentials
to perform the task.

Click Next. The Time and Date page opens.
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15.
Enter a date, time, and maximum duration of the reclaim operation in (hours) and when
the reclaim operation will be performed.
•

Start Time - Enter a time when the reclaim operation will start.

•

Maximum Duration in hours - Enter the maximum duration of the reclaim
operation. If you leave this blank (or enter 0), the reclaim operation continues until it
is complete. This option allows you to terminate the reclaim operation at a particular
time if it is not already completed. If scheduled overnight, you may want to set a
maximum duration which ensures the pass stops before the machine is next
accessed. Additionally, this option can be used to avoid conflicts with other
scheduled tasks.

•

Recurrence Pattern - Select how often and which days the schedule should run. For
example, you can specify that the schedule recurs every two days or every three
weeks. You may also specify whether the schedule runs only on the weekdays or
during the weekends.

•

Range of Recurrence – Select the date on which the schedule should start. Also
choose if you wish to end the schedule after a set number of occurrences.

16.
Click Finish. The schedule is added in the Schedule List of the Schedules window and a
task to deploy the schedule on remote computers is created in the Task Pane of the Task
Management window.
17.
After the task is completed you can see the success and failure status of the task in the
Task Management window. The schedule will run on remote computers when the time set for
the schedule is reached or run the schedule immediately by clicking Run Now option.
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Creating a Weekly Schedule

Weekly schedules are used to perform reclaim operations on a weekly basis.
To create a Weekly schedule for managed computers:
1. Open the Schedules window in the Enterprise Console (Select the Schedules option
from the Left Pane).

2.
From the Actions Pane of the Schedules window, click Create New Schedule. The
Schedule Creation Wizard opens.
3.

Select Reclaim Schedule from the list of schedule types
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4.

Select the systems to assign this schedule to

5.

Click Next. The Logons page opens.
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If a logon profile has been assigned for all computers, then this page shows a message
"All selected computers have assigned logons". In this case, skip this page by clicking
Next.
If a logon profiles has not been assigned, then this page allows you to assign logon
information for the computers that do not have a logon profile assigned.
See Creating a Logon Profile for more information. Once the logon profile is created, see
Verifying a Logon Profile for more information.
6.
Click Next. The Schedule Name page of the Schedule Wizard appears asking you to enter
a unique name for the schedule.
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7.

Enter a unique name for the schedule or a default name is assigned.

8.

Click Next. The Task Details page opens.

9.

Here you can configure task details.
•
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Free Disk Space before Reclaim - This option enables you to achieve greater reclaim
by eliminating recycle bin contents and temporary files before the reclaim pass is
performed.

Reclaim Schedules
•

10.

Reclaim Method - You can configure where the schedule reclaim pass will use SCSI
UNMAP, Smart Zero Fill™ or use the default reclaim method for drives. The default
reclaim method is configured using a Configuration Profile.

Click Next. The Select Drives page opens.

11.
Select the drives to be reclaimed. By default, the All Drives option is selected. You can
choose All Drives Including Non-Persistent or you can select individual drive letters that will be
reclaimed on managed computers. If the drive letter selected does not exist on the managed
computer, it is ignored. Only drive letters that are valid are processed. It also allows you to
choose between two processing sequences:
1. One drive after another (in series) - In general, reclaiming drives in series is faster and
uses less computer memory and CPU time.

12.

•

All drives at the same time (in parallel) - Parallel selection can be useful if your
drives are SCSI, or on different IDE controllers and you have more than one CPU.

•

Let PerfectStorage decide which is best - This option will be the default selection.
PerfectStorage will automatically decide if series or parallel is best.

Click Next. The Pre/Post Tasks page opens.
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13.
This is an optional step, but can be a useful tool for someone who wants to preconfigure some tasks that can be executed right before a scheduled reclaim operation is started
and/or right after a reclaim operation is completed. Select the appropriate check box and then
Browse for the file (executable, batch file, etc.). If you have chosen any pre/post tasks, you
must enter credentials for performing the task.
The options in this screen are listed below:

14.
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•

Pre-schedule task - Select this check box to configure a task to run before the
scheduled reclaim operation starts. Clicking Browse button will allow you to choose a
task to be executed. You can also specify the Maximum Duration option. Default is 5
minutes, which means that if the task running is taking more than 5 minutes, then it
will be terminated and the scheduled reclaim operation of the drive will start.

•

Post-schedule task - Select this check box to configure a task to run after the
scheduled reclaim operation is complete. Clicking Browse button will allow you to
choose a task to be executed. You can also specify the Maximum Duration option .
Default is also 5 minutes.

•

Credentials - If you have chosen any pre/post tasks, enter the requested credentials
to perform the task.

Click Next. The Time and Date page opens.
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15.
Enter a date, time, and maximum duration of the reclaim operation in (hours) and when
the reclaim operation will be performed.
•

Start Time - Enter a time when the reclaim operation will start.

•

Maximum Duration in hours - Enter the maximum duration of the reclaim
operation. If you leave this blank (or enter 0), the reclaim operation continues until it
is complete. This option allows you to terminate the reclaim operation at a particular
time if it is not already completed. If scheduled overnight, you may want to set a
maximum duration which ensures the pass stops before the machine is next
accessed. Additionally, this option can be used to avoid conflicts with other
scheduled tasks.

•

Recurrence Pattern - Select how often and which days the schedule should run. For
example, you can specify that the schedule recurs every week or every 3 weeks.

•

Range of Recurrence – Select the date on which the schedule should start. Also
choose if you wish to end the schedule after a set number of occurrences.

16.
Click Finish. The schedule is added in the Schedule List of the Schedules window and a
task to deploy the schedule on remote computers is created in the Task Pane of the Task
Management window.
17.
After the task is completed you can see the success and failure status of the task in the
Task Management window. The schedule will run on remote computers when the time set for
the schedule is reached or run the schedule immediately by clicking Run Now option.
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Creating a Report Schedule

Report schedules are used for analyzing and gathering data from remote computers.
This type of schedule does not perform any reclaim operations.
A report schedule is a schedule that analyzes the drive(s) of your managed computers and
stores the information gathered in the local database of the managed computer. Then, the
next time the clients synchronize with the Enterprise Console, this data is passed back to the
Enterprise Console where it is used for reporting. A report schedule does not show up as a
schedule on the client machine. The data gathered from the report schedule is used for
analyzing drives for reclaimable free space on remote computers.
Note: By default, a Report schedule is selected for assignment to each PerfectStorage client on
Deployment. A report schedule must be assigned to your managed computers if you wish to
generate reports on those computers. The Enterprise Console cannot gather any information
on recoverable space, schedules, deployment, etc. from the managed computers unless a
report schedule has been assigned and run. You can choose to use the default Report schedule
or create a new Report schedule. You may also choose to modify the run time on the default
Report schedule.
To create a report schedule:
1. Open the Schedules window in the Enterprise Console (Select the Schedules option
from the Left Pane).
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2.
From the Actions Pane of the Schedules window, click the Create New Schedule. The
Schedule Wizard opens.

3. Select Report Schedule from the list of schedule types.
4.

Select the computers to assign this schedule to

5.

Click Next. The Logons page opens.
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6.
If a logon profile has been assigned for all computers, then this page shows a message
"All selected computers have assigned logons". In this case, skip this page by clicking Next.
If a logon profile has not been assigned, then this page allows you to assign logon
information for the computers that do not have a logon profile assigned.
See Creating a Logon Profile for more information. Once the logon profile is created, see
Verifying a Logon Profile for more information. Click Next. The Schedule Name page
opens.
7. Enter a unique name for the schedule.

8.
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Click Next. The Select Drives page opens.
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9.
Select the drives to be analyzed (data will be gathered) for reporting. By default,the All
Drives option is selected. You can choose All Drives Including Non-Persistent or you can select
individual drive letters to be reported on the managed computers. If the drive letter selected
does not exist on the managed computer, it is ignored. Only drive letters that are valid are
processed.
10.

Click Next. The Time and Date page opens.

11.
You can create a weekly schedule to run the Report Schedule on your managed
computers. Choose a date, days in a week, and start time when the schedule will run.
•

Select a Date from the calendar.
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•

Selected Days - Select the days of the week from Sun-Sat when the schedule will run.
You can select one or more, or all days of the week. You must choose at least one
day.

•

Start Time - Enter a time when the report schedule will start.

•

Every X weeks - Select the frequency for this schedule. For example, your schedule
can be executed every 2 weeks.

12.
Click Finish. The report schedule is added in the Schedule List of the Schedules window
and a task to deploy the schedule on your managed computers is created in the Task Pane of
the Task Management window. The following screen shows the schedule being added in the
Schedule List of Schedules window:
13.
After the task is completed you can see the success and failure status of the task in the
Task Management window. The schedule will run on remote computers when the time set for
the schedule is reached or run the schedule immediately by clicking Run Now option.

Creating a Sync Schedule for PerfectStorage Client Machines

A Sync schedule is used for syncing information between the Enterprise Console and your
PerfectStorage Clients.
This type of schedule does not perform any reclaim operations.
Note: By default, a Sync schedule is selected for assignment to each PerfectStorage client on
Deployment. The information gathered from running the Report schedule is pushed to the
Enterprise Console upon a successful Sync. A Sync schedule must be assigned to your managed
computers in order for the PerfectStorage Clients to push updated information to the
Enterprise Console. You can choose to use the default Sync schedule or create a new Sync
schedule. You may also choose to modify the run time on the default Sync schedule. If you
choose to modify the default Sync schedule, keep in mind that it should run after the Report
schedule, allowing time for the analysis to complete.
To create a sync schedule:
1. Open the Schedules window in the Enterprise Console (Select the Schedules option
from the Left Pane).
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2. From the Actions Pane of the Schedules window, click the Create New Schedule. The
Schedule Wizard opens.
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3. Select Report Schedule from the list of schedule types.

4.

Enter a unique name for the schedule or a default name is assigned.

5.

Click Next. The Time and Date page opens as shown below:

6.
Select a start date and time, and the day(s) of the week you wish the schedule to run.
Optionally set the maximum duration (in hours) when you want the sync task to initiate.
Note: You’ll see that the schedule start date and time must be set in the future and you
must select the days of the week when the schedule will run. Otherwise, the Finish
button remains disabled and you may only go back or cancel from here.
The option in this page are explained below:
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•

Calendar – Select a date. By default, the current date is selected. This is a mandatory
field.

•

Select Days to Run – Select the day(s) of the week when you wish the sync schedule
to run. This is a mandatory field.

Reclaim Schedules
•

Start Time – Enter a time when the sync task will start.

•

Frequency – Select the weekly syncing frequency. For example, you can specify that
the sync task recurs every two weeks on Sunday.

7.
Click Finish. You’ll see the sync schedule in the Added Schedule List section, as you see
below:

Running Console Schedules
Typically a schedule runs when the computer's clock reaches the start date and time or
threshold set in the schedule. However you can manually start a console schedule to run
immediately from the:


Run Now option in the Actions Pane of the Schedules window.



Right-click on a schedule in the Schedule List and select Run Now.

A confirmation message is displayed. Clicking Yes creates a task for running a selected schedule
on remote computers. When the task is executed, the schedule runs on the selected managed
computers.
To run the schedule on managed computers:
1. Open the Schedules window (select the Schedules option in the Left Pane).
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2.

Choose the Schedules node in the Information Pane in the left.

3.

Select a schedule in the Schedule List to be executed.

4.
Click the Run Now option in the Actions Pane of the Schedules window. A confirmation
message is displayed as shown below:

5.
Click Yes to confirm the action. A task is created and executed immediately to run the
schedule on the specified computers.
When the task completes you will see whether it succeeded or failed.

Viewing Schedule Properties
You can view a schedule's details using the View Schedule Info option.
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To view schedule properties:
1. Open the Schedules window (the Schedules option is selected in the Left Pane).
2. Select a schedule from the Schedule List Pane to view properties.

3.

Click the View Schedule Info option from the Actions Pane or from the right-click menu.
The Schedule Info window opens as shown below:

4.

Click the OK button when finished.
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Adding/Repushing Computers to a Console Schedule
The PerfectStorage Enterprise Console allows you to add one or more computers to an existing
Console schedule. This is useful as you do not have to create a schedule for each group of
computers separately. If you want your managed computers to have the same schedule
configuration, you just need to assign the computers to an existing schedule. This is done in the
Select Computers page after choosing the Add/Repush Computers option.
Note: You cannot add computers to local or Group Policy schedules.
To add computer(s) to an existing schedule:
1. Select Schedules from the Left Pane in the Enterprise Console main window.
2. Select a schedule from the Schedule List Pane. Choose Add/Repush Computers from the
Actions Pane of the Schedules window. Alternatively, you can also choose the
Add/Repush Computers option by right-clicking on a schedule.

The Select Computers page opens:
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3.
Select the computer(s) that you want added to the existing schedule from the Managed
Network list by clicking the check box. The Select original computers for Repush button
automatically selects all of the computers that are already assigned to that schedule, rather
than the user having to know/remember which computers were originally assigned to the
schedule. For example, if computer XYZ is replaced by another computer with the same name,
you would need to repush the schedule back out to that computer.
4.
Click Finish to complete the operation. The computer is now added to the selected
schedule and can be seen in the Assigned Computers for Schedule List Pane of the Schedules
window. A task is also created to add the selected computers to the schedule and is added in
the Task Pane of the Task Management window.

Editing a Console Schedule
PerfectStorage Enterprise Console allows you to edit only one schedule at a time. You can edit
all properties of a schedule except its name and the computers assigned to the schedule. For
changing the name of a schedule, see Renaming a Schedule. For assigning computers to a
schedule, see Adding Computers to a Schedule, and for removing computers from an existing
schedule, see Removing Computer(s) from a Console Schedule.
Note: You cannot edit a local schedule. A schedule marked with "Local" in the Owner column
of the Schedule List Pane is not available for editing by the Console.
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Open the Schedules window (select Schedules on the Left Pane).
To edit a schedule:
1. Select the Enterprise Console Schedules node in the Information Pane on the left side.
2. Select a schedule for editing from the Schedule List Pane.

3.
Right-click and choose the Edit option or double-click on a schedule. You can also click
the Edit option from the Actions Pane of the Schedules window. The Schedule Wizard opens.
4.
Once done, click the Finish button. The schedule is saved. Any schedule changes are
pushed out to computers assigned to this schedule.

Copying a Schedule
In Schedules, the Copy feature enables you to create a copy of an existing schedule.
PerfectStorage Enterprise Console allows you to copy only one schedule at a time. You can
copy all properties of a schedule except its name and the computers assigned to the schedule.
Assign a new name to the schedule and assign computers to the schedule and a new schedule
is created from an existing schedule using the copy feature. For assigning computers to a
schedule, see Adding Computers to a Schedule, and for removing computers from an existing
schedule, see Removing Computer(s) from a Console Schedule.
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Note: You cannot copy a local schedule. A schedule marked with "Local" in the Owner column
of the Schedule List Pane is not available for editing by the Console.
Open the Schedules window (select Schedules on the Left Pane).
To copy a schedule:
1. Select the Schedules node in the Information Pane on the left side.
2. Select a schedule for copying from the Schedule List Pane.

3.
Right-click and choose the Copy option or click the Copy option from the Actions Pane
of the Schedules window. The Schedule Wizard opens.
4.

Once done, click the Finish button.

Renaming a Console Schedule
Open the Schedules window (select the Schedules option in the Left Pane).
To rename a schedule, select a Console schedule from the Schedule List Pane:


Right-click the schedule and choose the Rename option.



Choose Rename from the Actions Pane of the Schedules window.

The Rename Schedule window opens as follows:
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Change the name and click Finish.
Note: You cannot rename a local schedule.

Disabling a Console Schedule
Sometimes you may wish to temporarily disable a schedule without deleting it. In this case, you
would disable the schedule as follows:
Note: You cannot disable a local schedule. A schedule marked with "Local" in the Owner
column of the Schedule List Pane is not available for disabling by the Console.
In the Schedules window, select a schedule from the Schedule List Pane and perform any of the
following options:


Right-click and choose Disable.



Choose Disable from the Actions Pane of the Schedules window.

A confirmation message as shown below appears:

Click Yes to confirm. The schedule disables, which is indicated by a "Disabled" in the State
column of the Schedule List Pane and a task is created to disable the selected schedule on your
managed computers.
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Enabling a Console Schedule
When a disabled schedule is needed again for a reclaim operation, you can enable it the same
way you disabled the schedule.
To enable a schedule, select a disabled schedule from the Schedule List Pane in the Schedules
window and perform any of the following options:


Right-click a disabled schedule and choose Enable.



Choose Enable from the Actions Pane of the Schedules window.

The schedule enables (indicated by Enabled text in the State column) and a task is created to
enable the selected schedule on your managed computers.

Deleting a Console Schedule
When a schedule is no longer needed, it can be deleted from PerfectStorage. Please note that
you can only delete a Console schedule. Local and Group Policy schedules cannot be deleted
through Enterprise Console.
To delete a schedule, select a schedule from the Schedule List Pane and perform any of the
following options:


Right-click the selected schedule and choose Delete.



Choose Delete from the Actions Pane of the Schedules window.
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A message for user confirmation of the delete operation appears as shown below:

Choose Yes. The schedule is deleted and a task is created to delete the schedule from
computers assigned to this schedule.
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Creating a Configuration Profile to Configure PerfectStorage Client
Options on Managed Computers
You can configure PerfectStorage Client options on your managed computers by creating a
configuration profile. For this, you will use the Enterprise Console's Create Client Profile
Wizard. The Client configuration is not a required option, but it is very important when you
want the optimum performance of your network computer drives. If you do not configure
PerfectStorage Client options, Enterprise Console uses the default values of all parameters.
The PerfectStorage Enterprise Console lets you create as many configuration profiles as needed
for your client computers. For example, you may wish to have different configuration settings
for Desktops, Servers, and virtual machines. Once a configuration profile is created, you can
easily add or remove computers to/from the configuration profile. The PerfectStorage
Enterprise Console has several pre-set Configuration profiles for your convenience. You can
edit an existing profile or create a new one.
You can create configuration profiles in the Configuration Profiles window of the Enterprise
Console.

Click the Create New Profile option in the Actions Pane on the right side. The Create Client
Profile Wizard opens.
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You can configure the following options for the PerfectStorage Client:


System Settings



Reclaim Settings



StealthPatrol Settings



Auto Update Configuration



Schedule Settings



Virtual Environment Settings



User Settings

Note: It is not necessary to specify all the settings for the PerfectStorage Client. You can let
Enterprise Console choose the default options for some settings and for others you can
configure the settings.
After you are done creating a configuration profile, it gets added in the Information Pane on
the left side of the Configuration Profiles window. A task is also created in the Task Pane of the
Task Management window. After the task has executed, you can view success and failure
status of the task in the Task Pane.

Using Create Client Profile Wizard
Create Client Profile Wizard - Select Computers

To access this page: click the New Profile option in the Actions Pane of the Configuration
Profiles Window.
This is the first page of the Configure Client Options Wizard. Use this page to specify managed
computers to which the PerfectStorage Configuration settings will apply. All selected
computers will have the same settings after the configuration.
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The Select Computers page shows two tabs: Managed Network and Selected Network. The
Managed Network tab shows a list of all available groups and computers in your managed
network, while the Selected Network tab shows an expanded list of the computers and/or
OU's that you have chosen for client configuration. The Select Computers page shows the
following:
Field

Description

Managed
Network

Expand this node to view a list of available groups and computers in
your managed network.

Managed
Active
Directory

Expand this node to view a list of available groups and OUs in your
Active Directory.

Select All

Click this button to select all available computers and OUs in your
managed network.

Clear All

Click this button to clear all selected computers from your managed
group.

Select without
PerfectStorage
only

Choose this button when you want to create a configuration profile for
only those computers on your managed network that do not have the
PerfectStorage Client installed.
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Select with
PerfectStorage
only

Choose this button when you want to create a configuration profile for
only those computers on your managed network that have the
PerfectStorage Client installed.

Note: When you expand your managed network, the computers that do not have the
PerfectStorage Client installed will be highlighted in yellow.
When done, click Next on the Select Computers page and the Logons page opens.

Create Client Profile Wizard - Logons

To access this page: click Next on the Select Computers page of the Create Client Profile
Wizard.
Use this page to assign a logon profile to your managed computers. If the logon profile is
already assigned, then this page indicates that a logon profile assignment is not required.
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Create Client Profile Wizard - Profile Name

To access this page: click Next on the Logons page of the Create Client Profile Wizard.
Use this page to give a unique profile name to the client configuration you are creating for your
managed network.

Enter a unique name for your configuration profile in the text box provided or a system
generated name is assigned. This page also lists existing profile names. When done, click Next
on the Profile Name page and the System page opens.

Create Client Profile Wizard - System

To access this page: click Next on the Profile Name page of the Create Client Profile Wizard.
Use this page to prioritize client system resource settings (CPU Priority and Disk I/O) and
PerfectStorage log configuration.
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You have the option to choose Do not reset client settings if you want to take the default
values set by PerfectStorage Enterprise Console for the client computers.

To configure the PerfectStorage Client on managed computers, select the Configure managed
clients radio button. Clicking this option enables the configurable options on the page, which
are as follows:
Field

Description

Logging

In this section you can specify where PerfectStorage should log
information about reclaim operations. You can select the following
options:


PerfectStorage Log - Choosing this option will log reclaim
operations in the Log Viewer window of the PerfectStorage
Client.



Windows Application Event Log - Choosing this option will log
the events in the Windows Event Viewer.

See PerfectStorage Help for more information on log.
CPU Priority
for manual
and scheduled
reclaim
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In this section, you can raise or lower the CPU priority at which
PerfectStorage runs reclaim operations. While PerfectStorage actually
uses very little in CPU resources, it still allows users that have CPU
bound systems to feel comfortable that they can run PerfectStorage at

Configuration Profiles
operations

a lower priority and not impose additional CPU load on the system.
CPU resource are adjusted to lower or raise the CPU priority by
specifying these options:

Minimize Disk
Usage for
manual and
scheduled
reclaim
operations



Lower than other applications - This option ensures that
PerfectStorage runs reclaim operations at a lower priority than
other processes. This is the recommended option and is
selected by default.



Same as other applications - This option ensures PerfectStorage
runs reclaim operations at the same priority as most other
processes.



Higher than other applications - This option ensures
PerfectStorage runs reclaim operations at a higher priority than
other processes. When selected, PerfectStorage may delay other
processes.

If you select Run reclaim at lowest disk priority option, PerfectStorage
automatically detects if a drive is "busy" and reduces its disk I/O usage
during that time. This allows PerfectStorage to run on very busy disks
without imposing any additional load on the disk. This may result in
longer reclaim operations.

Once you have configured the options on the System page, click Next.

Create Client Profile Wizard - Space Reclaim

To access this page: click Next on the System page of the Create Client Profile Wizard.
This page is also used to specify the default reclaim method. Methods supported are SCSI
UNMAP and Smart Zero Fill™
You have the option to choose Do not reset Clients Settings if you want to apply the default
values set by PerfectStorage.
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When done, click Next on the Space Reclaim page and the StealthPatrol page opens.

Create Client Profile Wizard - StealthPatrol

To access this page: click Next on the Space Reclaim page of the Create Client Profile Wizard.
Use this page to pre-configure StealthPatrol reclaim settings. The StealthPatrol reclaim feature
of PerfectStorage allows you to reclaim space when the system is "idle" via Auto-Reclaim.
You have the option to choose Do not reset Clients Settings if you want to apply the default
values set by PerfectStorage.
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To configure the client settings, click the Configure managed clients radio button . Clicking this
option will enable the configurable options on the page that are as follows:
Option

Description

AutoReclaim

This section allows you to choose the type of auto reclaim method to be
applied to the system drive and data drive.
Reclaim space on system drive - Select to enable auto-reclaim on the system
drive.
Reclaim space on data drives - Select to enable auto-reclaim on data drives.

Minimum
Period
between
reclaim
operations

Displays the minimum period between the reclaim operations. By default it is
set to 96 hours (4 days).

StealthPat
rol
Settings

Set the following StealthPatrol settings for the PerfectStorage.
The following Resource Limits can be configured for the StealthPatrol Mode:


Kernel Mode CPU (%) - Kernel mode CPU usage must be below the set
limit for StealthPatrol to run.



User Mode CPU (%) - User mode CPU usage must be below the set limit
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in order for StealthPatrol to run.


Disk I/O - Disk I/O usage must be below the set limit in order for
StealthPatrol Mode to run.

In the Do not reclaim space during the following weekly exclusion periods
box, select times and days of the week when you do not want auto-reclaim
operations to occur. An example is shown below:

If any days/times are configured, PerfectStorage's StealthPatrol technology will
not reclaim space on your system during the indicated days/times. Click the
days in the calendar to exclude. Red shaded days/times indicate when
PerfectStorage will NOT automatically reclaim space. Green shaded days/times
indicates when PerfectStorage will automatically reclaim space. In the example
above, auto-reclaim will NOT occur Mondays between 5:00am and 6:00am and
between 10:00am and 11:00am.
In the list labeled Do not reclaim when the following programs are running,
add any desired applications to this list. Click the Add button and select the
application(s) to include. This ensures PerfectStorage's StealthPatrol
technology does not start reclaim operations when the listed applications are
running.
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When done, click Next on the StealthPatrol page and the Auto Update page opens.

Create Client Profile Wizard - Auto Update

To access this page: click Next on the StealthPatrol page of the Create Client Profile Wizard.
Use this page to specify Auto Update settings for the PerfectStorage Client on your managed
computers. PerfectStorage has a built-in Auto Update feature which ensures you are always
running the most up-to-date version. These settings can be specified manually on this page or
you have the option to choose Do not reset Client Settings if you want to apply the default
values set by PerfectStorage.

To configure the Auto Update settings manually, click the Configure managed clients radio
button. Clicking this option enables the configurable options on the page. From this page, you
can set Auto Update to automatically run and keep your software up-to-date without any
System Administrator action. You can also specify the protocol option for running Auto Update.
This page shows the following options:
Field

Description

PerfectStorage

Specify settings for the Auto Update option for installing PerfectStorage
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Product
Updates

when a newer update is available. The following options can be set:


Notify when an update is available - If selected, PerfectStorage
checks for updates periodically and notifies you that a newer
version of PerfectStorage is available. It then prompts you what
action you would like to take. You can choose to download it,
install it, or do nothing. You can also manually check for updates
by using the Check For Updates option in the Help menu.



Always install updates - If selected, PerfectStorage looks for an
update and if an update is available, it automatically downloads
and installs the update. This keeps PerfectStorage always up-todate.



Do not automatically check for updates - Setting this option
does not check for updates. This is only recommended if you are
going to use the Enterprise Console to deploy updates to client
systems.

PerfectStorage
should check
for updates

Set the frequency to automatically check PerfectStorage updates. For
example, you can specify to check for updates every 2 weeks on Sunday
at 9:33 A.M.

Proxy Server

The “Proxy server” area points to Raxco’s own Internet update server
for your version of PerfectStorage. Click the Proxy Settings check box if
you access the Internet via a Proxy server, to identify the Server name
and Port to use, and provide a User name and password to permit them
to work through that server.

When done, click Next on the Auto Update page and the Schedules page opens.

Create Client Profile Wizard - Schedules

To access this page: click Next on the Auto Update page of the Create Client Profile Wizard.
Use this page to configure behavior of the PerfectStorage Client on managed computers if the
computer is in standby/hibernation or powered off when a scheduled reclaim operation is
supposed to run.
You have the option to choose Do not reset Client Settings if you want to apply the default
values set by PerfectStorage.
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To configure the PerfectStorage Client on managed computers, click the Configure managed
clients option. Clicking this option enables the configurable option on the page, which is:
Field

Description

Computer off
when
scheduled
reclaim to
occur

The Computer Off When Scheduled section gives two options on how
PerfectStorage can function if the computer is turned off when a
schedule reclaim operation was supposed to run. You can choose one
of two options:


Run missed tasks when computer restarts. Delay task start by X
minutes - When selected, the scheduled reclaim operation starts
when the computer is restarted.



Re-schedule the missed task. One time tasks will not be
rescheduled - When selected, PerfectStorage reschedule the
reclaim operation if the computer was turned off.

When done, click Next on the Schedules page.

Create Client Profile Wizard - Virtual Environment
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This page is used for specifying the host for the virtual computer so that StealthPatrol can
dynamically adjust reclaim operations based on host resource usage.
You have the option to choose Do not reset Clients Settings if you want to apply the default
values set by PerfectStorage.

To configure the PerfectStorage Client on managed computers, click the Configure managed
clients option. Clicking this option enables the configurable options on the page, which are as
follows:
Option

Description

Disable Virtualization
Awareness

By default the virtualization awareness feature is disabled,
which means PerfectStorage will function as a normal physical
computer.

Enable Hyper-V

If the PerfectStorage Client is running on a remote computer
that is a virtual computer on a Hyper-V server, then choose this
option.

Enable VMware and
Monitor ESXi Host

If the PerfectStorage Client is running on a remote computer
that is a virtual computer and you wish to monitor a specific
ESXi Host, then choose this option and enter the appropriate
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host information.
Enable VMware and
Monitor vCenter Server

If the PerfectStorage Client is running on a remote computer
that is a virtual computer on an ESXi server, and you want to
provide credentials to use vCenter, then choose this option.

Host Resource
utilization thresholds

Configure the maximum amount of host resource the guest is
allowed to utilize when StealthPatrol is running. You can
configure the following host resources:


Kernel Mode CPU %



User Mode CPU %



Disk I/O

Once you are done, click Next on the Virtual Environment page. The User Settings page opens.

Create Client Profile Wizard - User Settings

To access this page: click Next on the Virtual Environment page of the Create Client Profile
Wizard.
This page is used for specifying general GUI and drive settings for the PerfectStorage Client on
managed computers.
You have the option to choose Do not reset Client Settings if you want to apply the default
values set by PerfectStorage.
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To configure the PerfectStorage Client on managed computers, click the Configure managed
clients option. Clicking this option enables the configurable options on the page, which are as
follows:
Option

Description

Show Splash screen on
start

If set, this option will show the splash screen when the
PerfectStorage Client is launched on your managed computers.

Display tray icon

If set, this option will minimize the PerfectStorage Client to the
system tray on the task bar on Windows when the
PerfectStorage Client is closed.

Allow Advanced
Configuration

If set, this option will allow advanced configuration settings
(PerfectStorage Settings) on managed PerfectStorage Client
computers.

Allow checks for
software updates

If set, this option will allow managed PerfectStorage Client
computers to check for software updates.

Disable Scheduling tab

If set, this option will disable the Scheduling tab in the
PerfectStorage application.

Disable Automatic

If set, this option will disable the Automatic Modes tab in the
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Modes tab

PerfectStorage application.

Click the Finish button to complete the Client configuration. A new client configuration profile
is added in the Assigned Computers Pane of the Configuration Profiles window.
A task is also added to the Configuration Tasks node of the Task Management window. You can
click the Configuration Tasks node to view the task in the Task Pane. After the task is
completed you can see the success and failure status of the task on each machine on the Task
Pane. An example of the newly added configuration profile task is shown below:

Assigning/Repushing Managed Computers to a Configuration Profile
Usually you associate computers to a client configuration while creating a configuration profile.
However, you can assign additional computers to a configuration profile later as needed.
To assign computers to a Configuration Profile:
1. In the PerfectStorage Enterprise Console Main window, select the Configuration Profiles
option from the Left Pane. The Configuration Profiles window opens.
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2.

Select a configuration profile to which you wish to assign computers.

3.
Click Add/ Repush Computers from the Actions Pane. The Select Computers page opens
as shown below:

4.
Select computers for assignment to the configuration profile. You can also choose Select
All to choose all computers in all groups. You also have the option to choose Select without
PerfectStorage only or Select with PerfectStorage only computers. The Select original
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computers for Repush button automatically selects all of the computers that are already
assigned to that schedule, rather than the user having to know/remember which computers
were originally assigned to the schedule. For example, if computer XYZ is replaced by another
computer with the same name, you would need to repush the schedule back out to that
computer.
5.
Click Finish. The computers selected to be assigned to the configuration profile move to
the Assigned Computers Pane at the top. A task is created in the Configuration Tasks node of
the Task Management window and it executes, setting the configuration profile options in the
PerfectStorage Client of the selected machines.

Removing Managed Computers from a Configuration Profile
You can remove assigned computers from a configuration profile by taking the following steps:
1. Click the Configuration Profiles option in the Left Pane. The Configuration Profiles
Window opens as shown below:

2.
Select a configuration profile from which you wish to remove computers. Then click the
Remove Computers option from the Actions Pane. A Select Computers window opens as
shown below:
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3.

Select the computers to be removed.

4.
Click Finish once you have checked computers to be removed. The computer now
moves to the Unassigned Computers list at the bottom of the Configuration Profiles window.

Copying a Configuration Profile
To copy an existing configuration profile:
1. Select the Configuration Profile option from the Left Pane. The Configuration Profiles
window opens.
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2.
Select a configuration profile to be copied from the Information Pane on the right side
of the window.
3.
From the Actions Pane, choose the Copy Profile option as shown in the window above.
The Copy Client Profile Wizard opens on the Select Computers page.
4.
Click Finish to save the changes made in the configuration profile. The configuration
profile is saved with the new name.

Editing a Configuration Profile
To modify an existing configuration profile:
1. Select the Configuration Profile option from the Left Pane. The Configuration Profiles
window opens.
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2.
Select a configuration profile to be edited from the Information Pane on the right side
of the window.
3.
From the Actions Pane, choose the Edit option as shown in the window above. The Edit
Client Profile Wizard opens.
4.
Modify settings as appropriate using the Next and Back buttons to move between
pages.
5.
Click Finish to save the changes made in the configuration profile. The configuration
profile is saved.

Renaming a Configuration Profile
To rename a configuration profile:
1. Click the Configuration Profiles option in the Left Pane. The Configuration Profiles
Window opens as shown below:
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2.
Select a configuration profile to be renamed from the Information Pane at the left side
of the window.
3.
Click the Rename option in the Actions Pane on the right side of the window. The
Rename Profile window opens as shown below:
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4.
Enter a new name for the configuration profile in the text box provided and click the
Finish button. The configuration profile is now renamed.

Deleting a Configuration Profile
To delete an existing configuration profile:
1. Select the Configuration Profile option from the Left Pane. The Configuration Profiles
window opens.
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2.
Select a configuration profile to be deleted from the Information Pane on the right side
of the window.
3.
From the Actions Pane, choose the Delete option as shown in the window above. A
message prompts to confirm the delete operation.

4.
Click Yes to delete the configuration profile. The configuration profile is deleted. If
computers are assigned to the configuration profile, deleting the configuration profile will also
unassign the computers. Choose No to cancel the delete operation.
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Overview of the PerfectStorage Enterprise Console's Reporting
Functionality
The PerfectStorage Enterprise Console provides built in reporting to easily determine:
Which computers have PerfectStorage installed
Which computers have been scheduled for automatic reclaim operations
• When reclaim operations last ran and when it is next scheduled to run.
• Effectiveness of reclaim operations
• History over time of Recoverable Space and Reclaim operations.

•
•

Each time an analysis is run by a PerfectStorage Client or a reclaim operation is performed,, the
resulting data gathered is stored in the local database. When the Enterprise Console and the
Client machine synchronize, this data is returned to the Enterprise Console. However, if the
Client never performs an analysis on the drive and Enterprise Console doesn't have a Report
Schedule defined, there will be no data displayed in the reports.
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Important: A Report Schedule MUST be created and deployed on your managed computers to
generate reports.
The Enterprise Console provides the to view the following reports:


Installation Report



Schedules Report



Recoverable Space Chart



Recoverable Space Report



Alert Report



Last Reclaimed Report



Recoverable Space History



Reclaimed Space History

The reports are accessed in the Reporting window of the Enterprise Console. Select the
Reporting option in the Left Pane.

Generate Master Report
The Master Report allows you to generate each report type simultaneously in one step. The
generated reports will be arranged in tabs. You can also choose the type of report you want to
be included in the Master Report.
To generate a Master Report:
1. Click the Reporting option in the Left Pane. The Reporting window opens
2.
Select the Master Report node in the Information Pane and then click Start Master
Report in the Actions Pane. The Master Report wizard opens as shown below:
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3.

Enter the Start and End date range for report generation.

4.
By default, every computer in your Managed Network and Managed Active Directory
groups will be selected. You can unselect computers for which you do not wish to run the
report.
5.
Check/uncheck the report type you want to view in the master report. By default all
types of reports will be generated.
6.

Click the Start button to see the results. The report is displayed in the Report List Pane.
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The Master Report arranges each report type in tabs. Click a tab to access a specific
report. By default, the Installation report is shown.
Note: Occasionally a report for a computer may not show any data. This indicates one of two
things: Either the PerfectStorage Client is not installed on the machine or the client has not
synchronized with the Enterprise Console since the PerfectStorage Client was installed.
Click the Save button to save the report result. Click Print to print the report.

Installation Report
The Installation Report shows information about the computers that have PerfectStorage
installed.
The Installation Report shows the following information:


Computer



Group



Version



License



License Key



Expiration
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To view the Installation Report:
1. Click the Reporting option in the Left Pane. The Reporting window opens
2.
Select the Installation Report sub node in the Program Options node of the Information
Pane and then select the Start Installation Report Wizard option in the Actions Pane. The
Installation Report configuration wizard opens as shown below:

3.
By default, every computer in your Managed Network and Managed Active Directory
groups will be selected. You can unselect computers for which you do not wish to run the
report.
4.

Click the Start button to see the results. The report is generated in the Report List Pane.
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Note: Occasionally a report for a computer may not show any data. This indicates one of two
things: Either the PerfectStorage Client is not installed on the machine or the client has not
synchronized with the Enterprise Console since the PerfectStorage Client was installed.
Click the Save button to save the report result. Click Print to print the report.

Schedules Report
The Schedules Report shows the following information:


Computer Name



Group Name



Schedule Name



Schedule Creator



Drive(s)



Next Run Date



Last Run Date



Owner

To view the Schedules Report:
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1. Click the Reporting option in the Left Pane. The Reporting window opens:
2.
Click the Schedules Report sub node in the Program Options node of the Information
Pane and then select the Start Schedules Report in the Actions Pane. The Schedules Report
wizard opens as shown below:

3.
By default, every computer in your Managed Network and Managed Active Directory
groups will be selected. You can unselect computers for which you do not wish to run the
report.
4.

Click the Start button to see the results. The result is displayed in the Report List Pane.
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Note: Occasionally a report for a computer may not show any data. This indicates one of two
things: Either the PerfectStorage Client is not installed on the machine or the client has not
synchronized with the Enterprise Console since the PerfectStorage Client was installed.
Click the Save button to save the report result. Click Print to print the report.

Recoverable Space Chart
The Recoverable Space Chart shows a graphical representation of Recoverable Space versus
Free Space for the computers that have PerfectStorage installed.
The Recoverable Space Chart shows the following information:


Reclaimable Space (size and percent)



Non Reclaimable Space (size and percent)

To view the Recoverable Space Chart:
1. Click the Reporting option in the Left Pane. The Reporting window opens:
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2.
Click the Recoverable Space Chart sub node in the Program Options node of the
Information Pane and then click Start Recoverable Space Chart in the Actions Pane. The
Recoverable Space Chart wizard opens as shown below:

3.
By default, every computer in your Managed Network and Managed Active Directory
groups will be selected. You can unselect computers for which you do not wish to run the
report.
4.

Click the Start button to see the results. The result is displayed in the Report List Pane.
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Note: Occasionally a report for a computer may not show any data. This indicates one of two
things: Either the PerfectStorage Client is not installed on the machine or the client has not
synchronized with the Enterprise Console since the PerfectStorage Client was installed.
Click the Save button to save the report result. Click Print to print the report.

Recoverable Space Report
The Recoverable Space Report shows the most recent information about recoverable space on
the computers that have PerfectStorage installed.
The Recoverable Space Report shows the following information:


Group Name



Computer/Drive Name



Total Size



Free Space



Recoverable Space



Percent Recoverable



Last Analyzed



Last Reclaimed

To view the Recoverable Space Report:
1. Click the Reporting option in the Left Pane. The Reporting window opens
2.
Click the Recoverable Space Report sub node in the Program Options node of the
Information Pane and then click Start Recoverable Space Report in the Actions Pane. The
Recoverable Space Report wizard opens as shown below:
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3.
By default, every computer in your Managed Network and Managed Active Directory
groups will be selected. You can unselect computers for which you do not wish to run the
report.
4.

Click the Start button to see the results. The result is displayed in the Report List Pane.
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Note: Occasionally a report for a computer may not show any data. This indicates one of two
things: Either the PerfectStorage Client is not installed on the machine or the client has not
synchronized with the Enterprise Console since the PerfectStorage Client was installed.
Click the Save button to save the report result. Click Print to print the report.

Alert Report
The Alert report displays a list of computers/drives where recoverable space exceeds either
25GB or 3% of free space. These thresholds can be configured.
The Alert Report shows the following information:


Group Name



Computer/Drive



Total Size



Free Space



Recoverable Space



Percent Recoverable



Last Analyzed



Last Reclaimed

To view the Alert Report:
1. Click the Reporting option in the Left Pane. The Reporting window opens
2.
Click the Alert Report sub node in the Program Options node of the Information Pane
and then click Start Alert Report in the Actions Pane. The Alert Report wizard opens as shown
below:
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3.
By default, every computer in your Managed Network and Managed Active Directory
groups will be selected. You can unselect computers for which you do not wish to run the
report.
4.

Click the Start button to see the results. The result is displayed in the Report List Pane.
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Note: Occasionally a report for a computer may not show any data. This indicates one of two
things: Either the PerfectStorage Client is not installed on the machine or the client has not
synchronized with the Enterprise Console since the PerfectStorage Client was installed.
Click the Save button to save the report result. Click Print to print the report.

Last Reclaimed Report
The Last Reclaimed Report shows information on the most recent Reclaim operation
performed on the computers that have PerfectStorage installed.
The Last Reclaimed Report shows the following information:


Group Name



Computer/Drive



Total Size



Free Space



Recoverable Space



Percent Recoverable



Last Analyzed



Last Reclaimed

To view the Last Reclaimed Report:
1. Click the Reporting option in the Left Pane. The Reporting window opens
2.
Click the Last Reclaimed Report sub node in the Program Options node of the
Information Pane and then click Start Last Reclaimed Report in the Actions Pane. The Last
Reclaimed Report wizard opens as shown below:
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3.
By default, every computer in your Managed Network and Managed Active Directory
groups will be selected. You can unselect computers for which you do not wish to run the
report.
4.

Click the Start button to see the results. The result is displayed in the Report List Pane.
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Note: Occasionally a report for a computer may not show any data. This indicates one of two
things: Either the PerfectStorage Client is not installed on the machine or the client has not
synchronized with the Enterprise Console since the PerfectStorage Client was installed.
Click the Save button to save the report result. Click Print to print the report.

Recoverable Space History Report
The Recoverable Space History Report shows information over a period of time about
recoverable space on the computers that have PerfectStorage installed.
The Recoverable Space History Report shows the following information:


Date



Group Name



Computer/Drive Name



Total Size



Free Space



Recoverable Space



Percent Recoverable

To view the Recoverable Space History Report:
1. Click the Reporting option in the Left Pane. The Reporting window opens
2.
Click the Recoverable Space History Report sub node in the Program Options node of
the Information Pane and then select the Start Recoverable Space History in the Actions Pane.
The Recoverable Space History Report wizard opens as shown below:
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3.
By default, every computer in your Managed Network and Managed Active Directory
groups will be selected. You can unselect computers for which you do not wish to run the
report.
4.

Select the Starting and Ending date range for this report.

5.

Click the Start button to see the results. The result is displayed in the Report List Pane.
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Note: Occasionally a report for a computer may not show any data. This indicates one of two
things: Either the PerfectStorage Client is not installed on the machine or the client has not
synchronized with the Enterprise Console since the PerfectStorage Client was installed.
Click the Save button to save the report result. Click Print to print the report.

Reclaimed Space History Report
The Reclaimed Space History Report shows information over a period of time about reclaimed
space on the computers that have PerfectStorage installed.
The Reclaimed Space History Report shows the following information:


Date



Group Name



Computer/Drive Name



Total Size



Free Space



Reclaimed Space
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Percent Reclaimed

To view the Reclaimed Space History Report:
1. Click the Reporting option in the Left Pane. The Reporting window opens:
2.
Click the Reclaimed Space History Report sub node in the Program Options node of the
Information Pane and then click Start Reclaimed Space History in the Actions Pane. The
Reclaimed Space History Report wizard opens as shown below:

3.
By default, every computer in your Managed Network and Managed Active Directory
groups will be selected. You can unselect computers for which you do not wish to run the
report.
4.

Select the Starting and Ending date range for this report.

5.

Click the Start button to see the results. The result is displayed in the Report List Pane.
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Note: Occasionally a report for a computer may not show any data. This indicates one of two
things: Either the PerfectStorage Client is not installed on the machine or the client has not
synchronized with the Enterprise Console since the PerfectStorage Client was installed.
Click the Save button to save the report result. Click Print to print the report.

Saving a Report
To save a report:
1. Generate a report. For example, Install Report,
2. Click the Save option from the Actions Pane. A Save as window appears asking you to
specify the name of the file and the location of the folder where you want to save the
report file.
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3.
Browse the location where the report file will be saved. By default, it will be saved in the
"My Documents" folder.
4.
Enter the name of the file and choose the file type format for the report to be saved .
you can choose from HTML, CSV, and TXT formats.
5.

Click the Save button. The report file is saved in HTML format.

Printing a Report
To print a report:
1. Generate a report. For example, Install Report.
2. Click the Print option from the Actions Pane. A Print window appears asking you to
select the printer settings.
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3.
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After specifying the printer, click the Print button in the Print window to print report.

